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Most students find college
'heightened anxiety center'
By TOM DULAN
"Many students have a
hard time separating their
personal worth from their
academic success or failure,"
according to Dr. Jon Mclntyre, director of the Madison
College counseling center.
. Students often are not
pleased with their academic
performance, and begin to
feel that they are "no good,"

Some have high
blood pressure
About five per cent of
Madison students have
"possible"
high
blood
pressure, according to a
hypertension study conducted
a few weeks ago by the Circle
K. Club.
About 360 students had
their blood pressure tested,
said club president Chuck
Berlin, and 19, or 5.3 percent,
showed high readings.
Based on reports from
other schools, about six per
cent of the readings were
expected to be high, he said.

Mclntyresaid. These feelings
create undue depression or
anxiety in the individual, a
condition which Mclntyre
considers fairly common on
college campuses.
"College is kind of a
heightened anxiety center."
Virtually all students are
"going to feel some anxieties
because they are constantly
being evaluated," he said.
According to a survey
conducted in January by Dr.
Lacy Daniel of the counseling
center, students reported less
depression and an overall
increase in general well-being
over those who answered the
survey one year ago, except in
one respect.
More students now feel
they have insufficient opportunity for self-expression.
"There's a shift toward
feeling more restricted,"
Daniel said.
Students apparently are
more concerned with crowded
conditions this year, too, he
added.
As the school is growing,

Garbage in future
of Madison College
Steam from burning garbage may be used in the
future to heat and cool the front campus of Madison
College, as well as Rockingham Memorial Hospital.
A report which was presented to the Harrisonburg
City Council, Rockingham County Board of Supervisors,
college and hospital officials Tuesday night, indicated
the proposal to burn garbage from the city and county
was both technically and financially workable.
Under the proposal, garbage would be burned at the
old Harrisonburg power plant on East Mosby Road and
the steam would be piped underground the 2.3 miles to
Madison and the hospital.
Madison's central steam plant would use the steam to
• heat the front campus, said Gene Wagner, director of the
physical plant. The rest of the campus, he said, would
continue to be heated by individual oil systems in each
building.
Although the report, prepared by Deward Martin and
Associates of Williamsburg, is "strictly a proposal,"
Wagner added that Madison is "very much interested."
Harrisonburg and Rockingham County hope to agree
"within the next month or six weeks" whether to adopt
the recommendation, city manager John Driver said.
Both governments have "expressed an interest" in the
plan.
The plant could be in operation as early as 1980,
Wagner said.
The report states that by 2000. Harrisonburg and
Itockingham will produce enough garbage to supply
most of the steam needs for Madison and the hospital.
Garbage is currently being disposed of at landfills.
Burning garbage would not eliminate the need for
landfills but would extend their lives, said an official of
the consulting firm which prepared the report.
If it continues to be filled at the present rate, the
Harrisonburg landfill will last about three more years.
With the steam plant, its life could be extended several
decades.
The Rockingham landfill has a projected 15 years left
before it will be filled.
The principal benefit of the steam plant, Wagner said
"would not be so much from a savings standpoint as it
would be helping Harrisonburg and Rockingham solve a
problem and nelp our community's environment.
Hopefully, and conceivably, however, there would be
some savings."

Mclntyre hears more people
talking about the hustle and
bustle on campus, and "with
that, you're going to lose some
people. Anxiety <here is in the
form of growing pains."
"One great source of
anxiety among students is in
choosing a career. Personal
and vocational matters,
followed by academic matters," are the most common
concerns of those who visit the
center, Mclntyre said.
Freshmen, he noted, are
usually worried about their
grades and about being away
from home for the first time.
Sophomores
are often
concerned about personal
identity or dating problems.
Juniors are "relatively
quiet," but seniors . are
(Continued on Page 7)

HUNGER KUNSTLER, (Chuck Hawkins), on the 37th day of
his hunger strike, was one of the many guests at the Beaux
Arts Ball held in Chandler Hall Saturday night. See story,
page

14.
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'JMU b irthday'celeb ra te d
Carrier asks 'commitment' on Founders Day
Although it won't be official
until July 1, Madison College
celebrated its transformation
to James Madison University
Friday night with a "birthday
party" for the new university.
Birthday cakes with "JMU"
on them were cut during the
celebration at Madison's
annual
Founders
Day
banquet. Founders Day here
honors the Virginia General
Assembly, which established
the institution in 1908 and is
annually scheduled the week
of James Madison's birth.
Madison President Ronald
Carrier said that Founders
Day now also honors the 1977
General Assembly--"the
delegates and senators who
voted unanimously to create a
new university in Virginia."
The two legislators who
sponsored the bills changing
Madison's name were honored
at the banquet, which was
attended by about 200 faculty,
alumni, students and friends
of the school. Madison
presented its James Madison
Distinguished Service Award
to State Sen. Nathan Miller of

Bridgewater and Del. Bonnie
Paul of Harrisonburg. Bills
introduced by Miller and Paul
went through both houses of
the General Assembly without
a single dissenting vote.
Gov. Mills E. Godwin Jr. is
scheduled to sign the bills
today which create James
Madison University, effective
July 1.
In his Founders Day
remarks. Carrier called on

Miller. Paul
cited for service
everyone associated with
Madison to make a new
commitment to the institution.
In remarks prepared for his
address, "A New Name-a
New Commitment," Carrier
said "we cannot be satisfied
with past achievements; we
must continue our quest (or
true excellence.
"It would be easy now to
rest on our laurels-to relax
and congratulate ourselves on

a job well done," Carrier said
"But, in the operation of a
university, complacence is
synonymous
with
stagnation."
He called on all constituencies of James Madison
University to recommit
themselves to the university.
Carrier asked the Board of
Visitors "to continue to
provide the far-sighted
leadership that has been
responsible for the successes
of Madison College" and he
asked the Madison alumni for
"their full support, their
unselfish help, their best
wishes and their,prayers.
The general public and the
General Assembly were urged
by Carrier "to recognize
James Madison University for
what it is, a thriving and
growing university which
should be afforded the full
respect and support of any
comparable
university."
Madison's faculty members
were called on by the
university president "to
recommit themselves to the
(Continued on Page 12)

Breeze in top six nationwide
The Breeze has been named as one of the six
most outstanding college or university
newspapers
in
the
country.
For the second consecutive year, The
Breeze earned a "Medalist" award in the
Columbia Scholastic Press Association
(CSPA) Newspaper Contest.
Announcement of the award was made at
the CSPA's 53rd Annual Convention held at
Columbia University in New York last
weekend.
Newspapers entered in the competition are
judged by members of a panel of 75
distinguished newspaper advisers whose
publication ratings have been outstanding for
10 years or more. Every publication receives a
first, second, third or fourth place rating. A
limited number of distinctive first place

publications are selected by the judges to
receive a special "Medalist" certificate.
The Breeze was one of six publications
receiving this honor. The others were: The
Daily Cougar, the University of Houston; The
Oracle, the University of South Florida at
Tampa; The Sage Brush, the University of
Nevada at Reno: The Marquette, Marquette
University!Milwaukee. Wise); and the
Murray State News, Murry State University
( Murray,
Ky . ).
The CSPA is an organization of school
Gublications sponsored by Columbia
niversity.
At present, the CSPA has a membership
greater than 1,200 newspapers, 1,100 yearbooks
and 350 magazines on the collegiate and
secondary school levels.
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Faculty salaries

Faculty dollar worth less
-

Purchasing power decreasing from previous years

By DWAYNE YANCEY
Despite a 33 per cent increase in faculty salaries at
Madison College over the past
five years, the purchasing
power of the typical faculty
member has fallen $616.
The median faculty salary
at Madison was $10,875 in 197071 and $14,500 in 1975-76. an
increase of 33 per cent.
Compared to the purchasing power of the dollar 10
years ago. the value of the
salary in 1970-71 was $9,026
and $8,410 in 1975-76.
Over the same time period,
the consumer price index,
which measures the prices of
goods and services bought by
the typical wage earner, rose
41 per cent.
College professors aren't
the only ones who are being
affected by inflation, said Dr.
Lawrence Roller, president of
the
Madison
College
Education Association, noting
that today's minimum wage of
$2.30 per hour is worth only
$1.33 in comparison to the
value of the dollar in 1967.
Salaries at Madison are
"competitive," according to
Dr. Thomas Stanton, vice
president for academic affairs; "not competitive with
Harvard, but competitive with
the typical state university."
Madison's 33 per cent increase in faculty salaries
from 1971-76 was exceeded by
ten of the 29 colleges and
universities in Virginia from
which figures were available.

At only three—Christopher
Newport College, Virginia
Commonwealth University,
and the University of Richmond—did the salary increase
exceed the rise in the consumer price index.
Madison's median salary of
$14,500 in 1975-76 ranked
twelfth in Virginia.
The salary at Madison
"attracts a very professional
faculty." said Stanton. "In
many cases they have been
published and are well known
in their fields. Salaries are
instrumental in helping reach
thif enviable position."

ihe faculty salary
problem has
become crucial9
President Ronald Carrier
has done "a remarkable job"
in achieving higher salaries
for the Madison faculty.
Stanton said.
"Nothing surpasses in
importance faculty salary
benefits in the mina of
President Carrier," he said,
"because of this, we're going to
have a vigorous program, a
highly competitive program,
in the future. We would be
willing to forego needed
equipment in certain cases to
provide these increases in
salary."

He mentioned paid travel
expenses for faculty members
as one item which might be
sacrificed to provide for
higher salaries.
The Jan. 21 newsletter of
the
Madison
College
Education Association, states
that "the faculty salary
problem has become crucial'
to the point where it is "affecting morale" and the
ability of some faculty
members
"to
provide
adequately
for
their
families."
Some state employees and
the Virginia Education
Association are "thinking that
collective bargaining is the
only solution to the problem,"
Roller said, but such action
"won't be anytime in the near
future."
The General Assembly has
consistently
rejected
collective bargaining for
public employees.
"Hopefully, the conscience
of the General Assembly and
the Board of Visitors of
particular institutions will be
great enough that they would
try to bail us out. If the state
would do more, then colleges
could do less," Roller said
He added, however, that
the General Assembly is
"reluctant to do anything"
which might necessitate a tax
increase and that Boards of
Visitors have few ways to
raise revenues except through
higher tuitions.
The Board of Visitors has
the authority to set salaries.

Median Salary
1975-76

School

University of Virginia
$19,500
Washington and Lee University
17,200
University of Richmond
16,800
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
16,700
College of William and Mary
16,500
Virginia Commonwealth University.... 16,400
Hollins College
16,000
Old Dominion University
15,800
Virginia Military Institute.,
15,700
Norfolk State College
15,300
Hampden-Sydney College
15,000
Christopher Newport College
George Mason University
Mary Baldwin College
Radford College
Longwood College
Sweet Briar College
•.
Roanoke College
Virginia State College
Mary Washington College
Randolph-Macon Women's College
Lynchburg College
Hampton Institute
Clinch Valley College
Virginia Wesleyan College
Randolph-Macon College
Bridgewater College
Richard Bland College
Virginia Union
Dnory and Henry College
Averett College.
Ferrum College
Eastern Mennonite College

14,300
14,300
14,100
14,100
14,000
14,000
13,600
13,600
13,300
13,200
13,200
13,000
13,000
13,000
12,600
12,600
:.. 12,300
12,300
11,700
11,500
11,000
10,100

not available~St. Paul's College

Thje chart indicates average faculty
salaries at Virginia colleges and
universities.
Madison College is underlined.

-A-Compared to 1967 figures

Students gain experience in field placement
By TAMI RICHARDSON
What better way is there to
find out if you're going into the
right field than to actually do
that work?

first in a series
That'.s the philosophy
behind the field placement
experiences in the Madison
College social work program.
Not only do students gain
valuable experience, but they
find out if, when it comes right
down to the everyday business
of social work, that's what
they really want to do.
For two students who did
their field placement during
the second eight-week block of
last semester, the experiences
convinced them that they
-were going into the right
profession.
Tanya Pustay, a senior,
worked in Harrisonburg as a
junior probation officer at the

Juvenile and Domestic
Relations Court for the 26th
district.
She spent the first three or
four weeks observing to see
what the job entailed, then she
worked on her own. For the
last month she had three
juvenile clients whom she saw
at least once or twice a week.
The regular probation officers usually see their
clients once a month, Pustay
said.
"I think this experience
teaches you so much more
than you could learn in a
classroom-there's so much
more reality than in textbooks," ahe said.
Almost the same feeling
was expressed by senior Pat
Willoughby, who worked in
the social service department
at the University of Virginia
Hospital.
"You don't get the full
impact with films or books as
when you're actually out there

working with the people that
have the problems." she said.
For Pustay it was "sort of a
shock" to see the way different people live. She
remembered going to one
home where the family had
chickens in the house and
"just filthy" living conditions,
yet they had a truck in the
driveway and a television.

"green", she said in that she
would believe everything her
clients would tell her.
One of her clients was a 13year-old runaway girl who
came
from a bad home
situation where she "pretty
much
did whatever she
wanted to do," according to
Pustay. At the end of the
month the girl started con-

'you have to realize that people
have different values'
"You have to realize that
people have different value
sy».jms arartry ..v,.'«o-apply
yours," she said.
"It was sort of hard being a
student getting involved with
cases," Pustay said. "You
had to be really sure not to
say something that would play
against the regular probation
officerSometimes
she
was

fiding in her. But a month is
not really long enough to
develop a relationship, she
said. She wished-she could
have gone on for another
semester.
Pustay was a little worried
how the clients would relate to
her, but she said that it turned
out that they were probably
more scared than she was.
At UVA Hospital, Willough-

by worked on cases from such
units as the burn unit,
radiation therapy, plastic
surgery, and neurology.
With all the cases she
worked on, Willoughby said,
the part of the social worker
was to talk to the client to
discover his feelings about
his situation, and to help him
work through those feelings.
She was scared during the
first interview she did alone.
It was with a young man who
had cancer and was.also having domestic problems.
"I didn't know if I was
going to be able to keep my
heaH^tQgether. After that I felt
pretty confident asr*"far "as
interviewing people because
I'm the type that doesn't mind
sitting down and talking with
someone I've never talked to
before. As I got used to what I
was doing it didn't bother
me."
Willoughby learned,
(Continued on Page 5)
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Austrian economics: refuted only by neglect
By ROGER WELLS
Economics has often been
regarded as one of the more important social sciences, and rightly
so. Nations have risen and fallen
depending on the state of their
economies. History has taught the
lesson that severe unemployment
leads to rapid, and often violent,
social and political change.
Given the importance of a well
economy and the fact that we are
currently facing severe economic
problems and uncertainties in the
United States, it behooves us to
reexamine many of the premises that
have become an integral part of our
economic
thinking...

'Keynesians
proudly
nit back9
Full employment is defined by
Pigou as the condition "when the
number of persons actually employed
is equal to the number of would be
employees minus frictional unemployment and when there are no
unfilled
vacancies.''
The frictionally unemployed are
those people who are either temporarily between jobs or who simply
do not want to work at the given
market value of their labor.
Many theories have been
developed to account for the existence
of unemployment. These theories
range from blaming technological
innovation to finding that sunspots

were the cause of our economic woes.
In recent years, one model, the
Keynesian model, has attracted the
most
adherents.
Contemporary, educators, in fact,
seem to grant intellectual distinction
to only three models: the Keynesians.
the classicists and the Marxists. They
decry the classicists, and rightly so,
for failing to resolve such matters as
"paradox
of
value".
The classicists, such as David
Ricardo and John Stuart Mill, were
never able to explain why, for
example, bread cost less than
diamonds even though bread was of
primary
importance.
The classicists, unfortunately,
tried to resolve this paradox by
splitting value into "use value" and
"exchange value." Years later, that
split would allow theorists to condemn
the market economy for misdirecting
resources into "production for profit"
instead of "production for use."
Then having attacked classical
economics, the Keynesians turn to the
Marxists. Here they find an ideology
that has never been able to explain the
course of economic events, an
ideology tragically flawed in the
approach to resource allocation.
The Keynesians, then, proudly sit
back and point out that only they
resolve the weaknesses of the other
two. They can then "manage" a
"mixed economy" for the benefit of
all, the latter to be determined by the
Keynesians!
But one economic theory goes
unnoticed, refuted only by neglect.
That is the Austrian theory which is

rarely mentioned by the Keynesians,
rarely accurately articulated by the
Keynesians and rarely given greater
treatment than a footnote lost in the
jumbo of
"aggregate this" and
''aggregate
that.''
The differences I 'tween the
Keynesians and the AosUians are
complex.
John Maynard Keynes is considered to be the chief architect of
that economic model which bears his
name. Few economists have ever had
the influence that he had, and it is
doubtful that few ever will.
Keynes recognized that when the
economy was in a state of
equilibrium, aggregate supply and

demand were equal, which is to say
that the total number of goods
available for sale equalled the total
number that consumers desired to
buy.
This point of equilibrium
represented the national income, and
its value was found at that point
where consumption and investment
crossed the demand-supply line of
total
output.
In the short run, aggregate supply
would be a constant, and thus the
volume of output--(which would
determine employment and income)
is determined by aggregate demand.
(Continued on Page Si)

'General studies not worthy of a 'university"
ku DAVID
ItWIlk SEARS
CCA DC
By
This institution, presently Madison College, has
been through many changes since its establishment in 1908 in both name and curriculum. Each of
its names has indicated a step toward broader,
more advanced education.
With the advent of its fifth name, that of
University, can we. as students, expect a
heightening of this institution's curriculum comparable to that of other universities of similar size
in this state?
When the State Normal and Industrial School
for Women was changed to the State Normal
School for Women at Harrisonburg, this school
was authorized to award a Bachelor of Science
degree.
When the State Teachers College at
Harrisonburg became Madison College, the areas
of study were greatly enlarged with liberal arts
and master degrees.
Madison is now to become a University:
however, its requirements concerning undergraduate studies differ greatly from those of
other institutions of similar size.
Comparing Madison's General Studies
program to other state university's equivalents
might give a clue to any changes which will come
with the name "university."
Old Dominion University. Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and the University of Virginia would
seem to be worthy candidates to compare with
Madison. Since none of these schools has a general
studies program, I'll compare it to the basic
requirements for a Bachelor of Arts Degree. All
four have the English requirement, foreign
language requirement and equivalent curriculum
divisions.
However, the treatment of these divisions
differs greatly from Madison's treatment of such
divisions.
In examining Madison's General Studies
. program ,we find Kneoi^c~£0i'«^e?-*"*he3»e from,
often severely limited in spectrum.
However, in the catalogs of the other universities we find more general areas to choose from.
Rather than limiting the requirement to specific
courses, others limit the number of hours to be
taken in each division.
For example. VPI has three curriculum
divisions. Humanities and Fine Arts, Social
Sciences, and Natural and Mathematical Science;
the requirement is 12 quarter hours in each

....

division, other than that which contains one's
major.
UVA has
similar divisions; however, the
requirement is to obtain six hours in each division.
ODU's limit on basic requirements is (hat no
more than six hours may be counted from any
department in any particular division. The
limitation concerningwhichspecific course to take
as a basic course is left up to the department in
which one's major field of study is located.
The basis of this, I assume, is to make a greater
amount of the course-load more interesting and
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relevant to the student and the student's field of
study.
At Madison, however, students with many
different interests take the same "Introduction to
Blank" course, leading to, in many cases,
boredom and .a first taste of student apathy.
We might expect that the first step in changing
this institution to a university would be to abolish
the more restrictive requirements of the General
Studies program and to adopt a program similar
to those of other state universities.
However, the Faculty Senate has introduced a
motion that its body must approve any General
Studies changes. Another motion introduced
would make all courses to be taken under the
General Studies program listed by their respective course number.
Indications are that these motions will pass,
thus creating a system that Would be as limiting as
the old Basic Studies program.
There are many reasons for the Faculty
Senate's attitudes on maintaining the present
system.
First, a great number of faculty members have
had no experience other than at Madison; thus,
they've no reason to change.
Secondly, we have a case of old-fashioned
conservatism: some faculty members contend
that a change will lower the quality of education.
These faculty members contend that education is
becoming too specialized, and that there aren't
enough well-rounded "gentlemen" scholars.
More important, however, is the intense power
struggle between departments. The greater
number of students taking a course in one
department, the greater number of faculty.
A university has been described as a "Church
of Reason" in which the real university is nothing
less than the continuing body of reason itself.
If the Faculty Senate continues to limit the
y.««nt General studies program, or even con- ,
tinue the program, we shall never become a real
university.
Unless limits are lifted off the undergraduate's
requirements and made similar to those of other
state universities, James Madison University will
become a second-rate university. JMU students
will be unable to generate new knowledge or
evaluate new ideas.
The quality of education at Madison College is
not about to change with the change of its name

M
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'Why are we placed
here only to suffer?'

/^

'Touring Terrorism Show'
By EDWARD CONNORS
I thought that my spring break would be
routine and uneventful. After all, visiting one's
parents at their home in Washington, D.C. is
peanuts compared to a trip to the sunny
beaches in Florida, right? But a surprise
during mid-week of the vacation perked things
up.
The world-renown "Touring Terrorism
Show" came to town.
On that exciting Wednesday, several small
groups of Hanafi Muslims took over three
separate buildings in locations across the city.
A total of 134 hostages were captured by the
terrorists. It was a bold variation on an old
theme and the performance came off
masterfully.
My sarcasm is not without base. Terrorism
has become a common-place occurrence all
over the contemporary world. It is a vehicle
used by desperate people to make known their
dissent with existing situations. Terrorism, in
all its aspects, is a sad reflection of the world
we live in.
One aspect of terrorism that particularly
irks me is the media attention given to it.
Last week, events in Washington were as
much a media happening as they were
criminal acts. For some 36 hours, radio and
television stations remained vigilant on the
scene giving the gunmen full use of their
facilities for the expression of the Hanafi
demands.
It really was a "show." A TV guide might
describe it as "prime-time terrorism in living
color." And throughout those long hours, the
media people had the world believing that
Washington had been brought to its knees at
gunpoint.
Media critic Charles B. Seib, in the aftermath of the Hanafi raid opined that "The
news business did what it always does when it
deals with violence, bloodshed and suspense:
It covered it excessively."
Washington was not captured by the Hanafi
Muslims; the news media was. And they, in
turn, did their best to force-feed the
event to the public with the same intensity of coverage given to significant news
events like the Inauguration.
Most of this coverage was worthless. For
example, viewers were continually shown onlocation reporters who had nothing new to
report. Particularly galling was a ridiculous
sermon from Reverend Jessie Jackson who, by
his own admission, could not explain the difference between the Hanafi Muslims and the
Black Muslims, a distinction central to the
motives of the gunmen.
The question I raise is this: Where should
television directors decide between what is
valuable information
and what is exploitation
of an event9 The handling of the Hanafi raid is
a blatant example of the latter because the
"excessive" coverage given it served no useful
purpose to anyone except the self-serving news
media. •
^
I was present at one of the captured
buildings that Wednesday night amongst the

television trucks and camera crews. My observations during the hour, or so I was there
fostered my negativism.
As the hostages were feeling the cold iron of
gun barrells at their temples inside the
building; newscasters outside were making
themselves up for another one-mintue re-hash
of the situation. As several people were having
their wounds attended to at nearby hospitals,

cameramen were complaining that the police
wouldn't allow them a closer shot.
A technician working in the remote control
truck summed up the general feeling in
response to my mentioning the prospects of
an all night watch. "I don't care about the
time," he said, "I'm getting paid overtime."
Haamas Abdul Khaalis, the leader of the
gunmen, became a public figure overnight by
his exposure in the news. He was allowed to
voice his demands live via the phone over radio
and television. We were treated to the rare
thrill of hearing this nut threaten to lop off
heads and hurl them from the top of a six-story
building. An outstanding example of quality
broadcast journalism. (I seem to be brimming
with sarcasm.)
The news media, by its own actions, played
an important supporting role in the success of
the Hanafi raid. They were used by the gunmen to spread the terror of this criminal act
into homes.all over the Washington area.
I think the time has come for the news
business people to re-examine their roles in
terrorists acts before the precedent set by the
Hanafi incident results in a simlar act. As it
stands now, any person dissatisfied with
society can take advantage of the terrorist
vehicle to voice His dissent. That person knoWs.
that with the right blend of guile and guts he
too can be a media star.
I suppose we should expect to see a madefor-television movie out soon based on the
Hanafi raid. Last week's events should also
give ghetto kids a new "Superfly-style" idol in
Abdul Khaalis.
These speculations are the conclusions
drawn from observations on our society's
debased priorities.

By DEAN HONEVCUTT
I was sitting in my garret
apartment, high above the
bay, when suddenly a haunting, almost eerie sound came
tip-toeing up to and through
my door. Crisp highs and low
lows filled the hour.
I ran from my door to the
apartment below, and that's
where I met Melody-drifting,
floating through a pair of
Klipschorns driven by Pioneer
1150 receiver with intimidating specifications.
Oh, sweet ecstasy! Oh,
Miss Melody, you serve as a
tool to keep a college student's
head on whilst he suffers
under a load of prerequisite
courses and other such inconveniences.
"Tell me, Miss Melody,
why must students be placed
on this earth only to suffer and
die?"
"Ah, the man speaks truth!
But is not truth an illusion?
What may be one man's
suffering may be another's
paradise."
"Is this why I hear incessant laughter and general
hell-raising late at night
whilst I endure the tortures of
English 10W '.Vl.y is it so many C
find paradise where I see only
a lonely world filled with
pretests, exams, quizzes,
reading assignments, drunken
brawls and moral decay?"
"Lo, I perceive discontent!
Thou must not be at battle
with thine own lot, for this is
what you are stuck with. Love
your lot in life, and life will
love you back."
"If I could change this
miserable lot I now have, I
most surely would! But you
tell me that I have no choice;
that I have no free will.
Without this, am I not but a
solitary, immobile cog in the
wheel of life, my purpose in
life totally predestined by
some governing force of
nature which I cannot comprehend?
In that event, we may take
for granted the existence of a
Primum Mobile, perhaps
manifested in that great
Creator, the Lord our

Savior Why, in the name of
this God. must I serve out his
will, as dehumanizing and
degrading as it may be. for
some grand and note-worthy
plan of which I shall have no
comprehension until I reach
heaven, if that indeed by His
Divine Intention.
What, then, is humanity? Is
it a mere slavery? Does not
our ability to reason deliver us
from
an
unjustifiable
allegiance to thev perpetrators
of Good and Evil?"
"My friend, you shall at all
times be subject to Good and
Evil. With reason comes your
freedom of choice. And you
must choose, kind sir, between those two opposing

'there is no
fulfillment
in life'
forces: Good and Evil."
"And what is my reward
for having chosen?"
"The adage of centuries,
will suit this occasion; i.e.,
Lhflo shalt reap what one sows.
The pessimist reaps only
sorrow and anguish, while the
optimist
receives
fulfillment."
"Oh, Miss Melody! Can you
not see that I was born a
pessimist? There is no
fufillment in life! Wherever I
look I see a need for improvement. Whatever I hold in
my grasp has a defect.
Fulfillment is impossible for
one who sets goals as high as
the ionosphere.
Only plebs and common
folk
ever
obtain
any
satisfaction from life. Their
optimism is a disgrace! They
see only good because they
are blind to evil! Why must
they be so damned gdodnahired? Why must they run
around with silly smiles all
over their faces? Why are
they so happy? Is it because
they obtained their frivolous
goals and thus consider
(Continued on Page 5)
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Letter:

Military student
refutes ROTC letter
To the Editor:
In a Feb. 8 "letter to the
editor" written by Alan J.
.West,, it was reported that
Madison College's ROTC
program was misleading. I
have come to the conclusion
that West was absolutely
right—ROTC may be a bit
misleading.
However, West's letter of
warning to those poor, impressionable and vulnerable
students at Madison College
was itself a bit misleading.
West stated that his
Military Science instructor
(Major Sydes) saw
fit to
penalize juniors and seniors
taking MISC 220 by requiring
that they write a book review
and a term paper in addition
to work normally required of
the course.
I have checked this out and
West is absolutely right.
But I would like to point out
that MISC 220 is a course
designed normally for college
sophomores, and not juniors
and seniors, although the
course is open to any student
who wishes to take it.
Another claim was that
free books were advertised
with the course and that those
"free" books had to be turned
back in.

Really, Mr. West-the ad
didn't mean "free for life."
They are only free for as long
as you are taking the course.
But you are right—they have
to be turned in when the
course is over.
And the accusation that
"the mission of MISC 220 is to
attract and trap bodies to the
ever-hungry ROTC rolls"
seems to me a bit more than
ridiculous
In a time when there is no
war and no draft, it is not
easy to get an active duty
commission. With fullytrained ROTC cadets being
denied regular Army commissions, there is really no
need to attract bodies and
even less need to report tuat
such a mission exists.
I hope that I have misled no
one. I realize how easy that is
to do. I understand that a
smoker will be held in the
WCC ballroom on Thursday of
this week at 8 p.m. to acquaint
the student body of Madison
College with ROTC.
I have received information that no one will be
misled and that the smoker is
open to anyone interested . . .
and willing to turn in their
"free beer glasses" when
they're done.
Tony Blasioli III

Book Fair
Sal. Mar 26 through Sat. April 2. Sat (9a.m.-5p.m.)
Sun (Noon-5 p.m.): Mon throughFri nights (5p.m.-9p.m.)
Green Valley Auction Barn - 2 miles east of exit 61,1-81.
Mt Crawford. Va. (Signs Posted). 75.000 books ana magazines for
sale Our largest and finest book fair ever. We will have approx.
lo.ooo new books < most 1976 and 1977). Everything from "The
Letters of E.B. White" to Eric Segals 1977 sequel to Love Story
"Olivers Story." $2 ea. Our selection has never been better and
our prices (most new books $1 and $2 ea.) cannot be beaten
anywhere. Why not come out and see. You'll be glad you did
Call Leighton Evans 434-8849 for more info.
Green Valley Books

Volkswagen - Honda Cars
Make a Clean Sweep
of 1977 (U.S.A.) E.P.A. Mileage Tests (MPG)
1st Place: Honda CVCC Car 5-Speed

54 ttb

2nd Place: Volkswagen Rabbit Diesel

52 42?

3rd Place: Honda CVCC Car 4-Speed

50 *&

Payments for swamp study
Norfolk-College students
interested in studying Dismal
Swamp botany may apply for
participation in the National
Science Foundation's Undergraduate Research
Program at Old Dominion
University.
This is the third year ODU
has been selected to participate in the NSF program.
To be eligible a student
must be an undergraduate
this academic year and must
have an interest in wetland
botany research as shown by a
letter of application, transcript of grades, and letters of
recommendation.
Research areas include the

(Continued from Page 4)
• themselves successful?"
"My goodness! You seem
to have an irresolvable conflict here. On one hand, you
wish to have happiness,
satisfaction and fulfillment.
You believe the only way to
reach this state of Nirvana is
to set ridiculously low goals,
thus being ensured of obtaining them.
On the other hand, you set
high goals for yourself,
beyound the
realm
of
realization, and thus remain
the lonely, pessimistic and
tormented soul that you are.
Tsk-tsk."
"Low goals are the
hallmark of the idiot! Therefore all happy people are
idots!"
"Do you know that for a
, fact? Yes, you have the right
to be sure, but what you say
you know must be true, and
you must be sure of this."
"If what you say is true, my
a
dear Melody, and you know
that what you said is indeed a
fact, and you are sure that you
have the right to be sure that
what you know is true, then by
all means,' I
must be
mistaken."
"True."

UNUSUAL MERCHANDISE
It's Harrisonburg'g Most Unusual Stores

187 N MAIN ST.
WITH A COMPLETE
CAMERA SHOP
Virginia]
is for

HinUMJHHIIIllllllttllllllllllltllllilllHIIIIirillllllllUUIINIHIHIJ

SPANK Y'S

thing to
Owe!
UttccCVCC
Honda 5 Speed
"Wfhat The Worn It Comlno. To"

*6r M lono.atthe E PA hat boon telling cart. SO m I let OK gallon hat been
a meolc number. • word lo thoot lor. Like M homo rum or the 4-minuta
mlta.
Ham ihcto 3 lint cert art Iht lirti and only cart lo do whel many thought
impotilble (Who eltehet broken the SO MPG Barrier?) Incidentally the
lint three placet are all From Wheel Orlve Automobile*.

"■

•5 S. MAIN JST.
GIFTS OF DISTINCTION

Home Owned Stores With
Friendly People To Serve
You And Solve Your Needs

Fou. Wheel

8

GLEN'S GIFT
CENTER

y — 9**»****W&**4+****04»+*04+**¥*f&4+*+*++++*+M**

Next Best

The New Faithtul
r Volktwagen from Volksweeen

"I therefore renege my
prior statements concerning
low goals and idiots, on the
condition that you reconsider
your own statements concerning contentment with
one's given lot."
"Sure. Now, given a whole
new set of conditions, what,
then, is humanity?"
"To speak truth, Miss
Melody,I have become so
alienated from my accomplishments and life's
work because my soul has
been lost through the objectification of my labor that I
know not what it means to be
human. Or a student, for that
matter."
"This, my friend, is your
goal: Seek the meaning of
humanity."
"And this, Miss Melody, is
why I am at college. Having
been propted to read Jean
Paul Sartre's thesis on
Existentialism, I am quite
convinced now that life is
what vou make it; that the
quest for understanding of the
body, the spirit, the mind and
their inter-relationships shall
be ended as I realize my full
potential as a human being,
regardless of which path I
choose to fulfill that quest."

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiimuuuiiuiuuiiiiiiiiii

GLEN'S FAIR
PRICE STORE**.

8 a.m.-1'a.m.

-Sat.

10 a.m.-i a.m. Sun.
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SESAME, OR PUMPERNICKEL.. .251
ENGLISH MUFFIN
HARD ROLL

Congratulation to the it M.P O. Honda Civic CVCC S weed Mighty
Honda the National mileage champion lor the teurtti contecutlve year

25
25

I

"Oon'r G»t Fuihtl A round- Molt* Stir* four Neil

Any of the above with:
th.S

fconemy Cor It A front Wrtpal D1-1W'

i» XJTC.
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.

- N.C. Mr. ISTt
Often Daily I lo I. All Day Saturday
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Cream Chee80..TT.
«•
Cream Cheese and Jelly
Cream Cheese. Lox and Onion
West Water St. Harrisonburg
South Jefferson St^Lexington

.79

will begin June 6 and fina
reports will be due Aug. 19.
For information concerning application write Dr.
Lytton J. Musselman, project
director.
Undergraduate
Research Participation
Program, Department of
Biological Sciences, Old
Dominion University, Norfolk,
Va. 23508, or phone (804) 4896284.

Honor Council
.Office Hours
Bob Snyder
Mon. 12-2
Tues. 3-4

'Here to suffer?'

Lovers
Front Wheel
Drive
.
The

ecology of leaf decomposition
and litter production rates in
wetlands, and phytosociology
and autecology of wood
species: phycology with an
emphasis on phytoplankton
dynamics in Lake Drum
mond: taxonomy with an
emphasis on biosystema tics of
log ferns; and physiology with
an emphasis on the study of
carbon fixation in black water
lakes.
Selected students will
receive a $900 stipend for the
11-week summer program.
Applications and supporting
materials must be received by
April 20. and awards will be
announced April 27. Research

1.8

Wed. 12-1
Thurs. 3-4
Fri. By appointment
Mark Ritter
Mon. 11-12
Tues. 11-12:30
Wed. 1-2
Thurs. 11-12:30
Fri. By appointment
Steve Driebe
Mon. 3-5
Tues. 3-4
Wed. 11-12
Thurs. 1-3
Brad Evers
Mon. 4-5:30
Tues. 2-3
Wed. 4-5:30
Thurs. 2-3
Phone: 433-6383

Students gain
experience
(Continued from Pago 2)
however, that things don't
always end happily. She spent
a lot of time on a particular
case with a man who needed
to be placed in a nursing
home. After many problems
she finally got him placed in a
rest home.
*
A week later he had to be
readmitted to the emergency
room of a high fever, but the
doctor decided to send him
back to the rest home. The
home's administrator, who
was a nurse herself and knew
the man's condition told
Willoughby she couldn't
believe the doctor sent the
man back.
That was the day before
Thanksgiving, so Willoughby
wasn't back until the next
Monday. As she was riding
the shuttle bus to work she
was thinking how she had
never lost a patient When she
got to the hospital, another
social worker told her that the
man
had
died
on
Thanksgiving Day. She was
"pretty shook up" and that
same day the patient's wife
called her up to thank her for
her involvement,
Whatever
their
experiences, both Pustay and
Willoughby said that they had
always been interested in the
areas they worked in, and
after their placements they
both still feel the same way.

RECORD AND TAPE SALE
Steve
Miller

Now through March 28

84.28

85.77

We're Ready For You yI

BobSeger
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College is
an 'anxietycenter9
(Continued from Page 1)
sometimes worried about
having to leave college and
look for a job.
Different majors also tend
to produce different types of
anxiety. Psychology majors
are inclined to be very introspective and analytical, he
said, while history or
education majors worry about
a tight job market, and accounting majors fret about the
extreme competition in their
field.
Anxiety can be useful as a
warning system, to a point,
but "it's what you do with that
anxiety" that's important, he
said.
Students feeling stress
should ask themselves two
basic questions, Mclntyre
said. First, they should ask
what is bothering them, and
second, what they themselves
can do about it. His advice is
to tackle the largest, most
immediate problem first, so
that it no longer "hangs over
the student's head."
Most of the people who visit
the counseling center return
once, if at all. "There's a midrange of about five sessions,
but few return more than
that," Mclntyre said.
The center's counselors are
psychologists.
not
psychiatrists, and are permitted to provide therapy
only. Any medication has to
be
prescribed
by
the
psychiatrist • at the campus
health center.
.$2800 YOUR LAST2 YEARS
IN COLLEGE. MGT. TRAINEE
COURSE W/LABOHATORY..
Army ROTC

433-6264

NEW MEMBERS of the Percy Warren Honor Society await induction us part of Founders Day ceremonies. Omicron Delta

Photo

The news media has a
responsibility to better inform
the public of future problems,
a television network vice
president said at Madison
College Friday morning.
"The public has a right to
know what happened hours
ago" but it also has a right to
know what problems are
coming in the future, Elmer
W. Lower said at Madison's
annual Founders Day con- '
vocation.
Lower is vice president for
corporate affairs for the
American Broadcasting
Companies, Inc., and was
formerly president of ABC
News.
"The media is unsurpassed

in the coverage of disasters"
and in reacting to past news
events, he toj^v" audience of
about 1,000 Madison faculty,
students and alumni in Wilson
Hall
Auditorium.
Lower said, however, that
the news media might be "too
reactive." Greater concern
should be paid toward informing the public of future
problems that must be faced,
he
said.
"Maybe it's our duty. . . to
create public interest in these
problems." Lower said.
Lower's address was the
annual James Madison
Lecture held as part of
Madison's Founders Day
program. Founders Day is

Midway Arco-Grocery
Beer
Snacks
Soft Drinks
Next to Campus on Main St.

held annually to mark the 1908
founding of the college by the
-V4.K;..ia General Assembly.
Madison President Ronald
E. Carrier pointed out that
"this is the last Founders Day
when we refer to this great
institution as
Madison
College."
Gov. Mills E. Godwin Jr. is
scheduled today to sign a bill
passed by the General
Assembly which changes
Madison's name to James
Madison University.
The
name change is effective July
Lower, who has had wide
experience in newspaper work
as well as television, said that
the "freedoms of speech and
press. .
impose great
responsibilities."
The main responsibilities of
the news media, he said, are
to teach the public the truth
that will make them free and
to keep the public informed of
all facts that will lead to ef-

mum
16 South Main
Harritonburp
>»*o*^.'V»rf»*».-v»«». ■ ■.■»w*'W^

Partlow

fective government.
He said the news media has
a prime responsibility to be
accurate, fair and objective in
all
that
is
reported.
"It's not enough to assume
we're carrying out our
responsibility," Lower said.
The news media must constantly be alert to insure that
fairness and objectivity is
being
met;
he
said.
Television and radio must
comply with a number of
federal regulations on fairness, he said, and "I see
nothing wrong with this."
Newspapers, while not
covered by the federal
regulations,
"have accelerated actions in complaints and errors" recently,
Lower
said.
Public reaction to news
coverage is being sought more
frequently by both the print
media and broadcast media,
the ABC official added.
"" Journalists of today,
Lower said, are more fair and
(Continued on Page 16)

to be exhibited

w Wednesday ▼
3 till 6 P.M.
list $6.98
reg. $5.19

"HAPPY HOUR" PRICE:

Shown above: Floral Lace,
Modem Victorian and
Dre%d*n Scroll.

Wayne

Original prints

in Lunt
Sterling

•These beautifully designed,
adjustable rings are
available in many popular
Lunt Sterling patterns.

by

News media may be 'too reactive'

**^VVA«^W\A»W
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Kappa honor society also inducted new members during the
convocation, which featured Elmer Lower as main speaker.

ii.ir.
Opening for 3 hours
ONLY on Wed. for
Happy Hour!

The Ferdinand
Roten
Galleries, Inc. of Baltimore,
Maryland, will hold an
exhibition and sale at Blue
Ridge Community College
March 30. 11 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
Eight hundred to 1,000 of
their collection of original
prints will be sold. Included
will be etchings, woodcuts,
lithographs and other graphic
techniques spanning six
centuries.
Well-known artists
represented will include
Daumier, Goya, Picasso,
Miro. Hogarth and Matisse.
Works by
new
artists
receiving their first exposure
will also be on display.
Sponsored by the Student
Government
Association
'. 35A h the exhibitipn and sale
is but one of many the Roten
Gallery will hold on campuses
throughout the United States
this year.
The public is invited to
attend
the
informal
exhibition, free of charge. For
additional information contact Sherry Horn of the SGA at
the college
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Port Republic--'proud village rich in history
Uy DWAYNE VANCEY
Most Madison College
students recognize the name
"Port Republic" as the road
running past Squire Hill
Apartments, but few have
ever seen the community that
gave the'road its name.
Ten
miles
east
of
Harrisonburg, where the
North and South Rivers join to
form the south fork of the
Shenandoah, in the shadow of
the Blue Ridge Mountains lies
Port Republic, a village rich
in history and proud of it.
A group of the village's
residents recently formed
Concerned Citizens for the

however, in a bad business
deal and attempted suicide.
The bullet hole from the unsuccessful attempt can still be
seen in the paneling of the safe
in the old tannery office.
Built in 1774, the Dundore
home is the oldest standing
structure in Port Republic, a
town noted for its many
original homes, some dating
back to the 18th century.
During General Stonewall
Jackson's Valley campaign,
the home served as a prison
for' both Union and Confederate soldiers.
The battles of Cross Keys

and Port Republic were''
fought nearby and one of the
town's first bridges was
burned by Jackson in order to
halt the Union forces.
When Turner Ashby, the
Confederate general, was
killed in a skirmish just over
the hill from the present
Squire Hill Apartments near
Harrisonburg, his body was
prepared for burial in Port
Republic.
Near Zapton's home is a
white oak tree with iron rings
in its trunk. Zapton explained
that one tannery owner kept
pet black bears there to

amuse his customers.
"People would come to the
tannery to see the bears put on
a show," he said. "It was a
kind of drawing card for the
tannery."
The port ceased operation
when the railroad went
through in 1881 and the tannery closed down in the 1920's
after a century of operation
With the demise of its two
major
industries,
Port
Republic ceased to be a
business community and
gradually became the small
residential town it is today.
Port Republic still "has the

feeling of a rural country
village." Zapton said, noting
that it is a "rich entity"
because of the variety of its
citizens.
Efforts to preserve its
"natural character"' have iust
gotten underway and thew hole
town has given its energy,
Zapton said, adding that Dr.
Martha Caldwell of the art
department is also helping
with the preserving of several
old homes.
With their efforts, Port
Republic is certain to remain
as much more than just the
name of a road. x

Preservation of Port Republic
with Steve Zapton, an instructor in the Madison
College department, as one of
its most enthusiastic members.
The organization celebrated
Port Republic Day Jan. 14 to
mark the 175th anniversary of
the town charter, granted by
Virginia General Assembly in
1802.
A frontier settlement
existed there as early as 1736
and Indians had camped al0hg
the banks of the Shenandoah
for many years. Dr. Clarence
Geier has conducted several
archaeolgical digs of ancient
Indian camp sites just
downriver
from
Port
Republic.
The town was the second
port on the river, the first
being Front Royal, and in its
early days the saying was that
"all roads lead to Port
Republic."

Lorraine Gordon

Pig iron, mined in the
nearby mountains, was one of
the primary goods shipped on
barges down the Shenandoah
to Harpers Ferry. Often, the
boatmen had to buy horses or
walk back after they had
made their deliveries.
Valley farmers drove cattle
and turkeys through the town
and over the mountains to the
markets in Richmond. The
turkeys presented a special
problem as they would roost in
the trees and had to be shaken
out in the mornings.
A tannery, flour mill,
smithing shops, foundry, and
buggy shop were among the
principal industries in the
early days of Port Republic,
when the town was recognized
as the main trade center in the
area.
One of the town's leading
citizens of the time was John
Dundore, whose house is now
owned by Zapton.
Dundore was in charge of
shipping pig iron, and
operated several warehouses
along the river, as well as the
prosperous tannery.
The tannery, the remnants
of which still stand on Zapton's property, was so successful that Daniel Boone had
his hides bought there to be
tanned.
The haughty Dundore was
"the-supreme character of
Port Republic", Zapton said,
remarking that Dundore and
one of his 60 slaves would ride
in a fancy carriage through
the
streets
"looking
fashionable."
Dundore kept his gold and
silveij stored in bags in the
tannery office and once
boasted that they were so
heavy. that if anyone could
carry them off he could keep
them.
He lost all. his money,

"With two years of
college behind me, I began looking
ahead I found out I could get my
degree and an Army officer's commission a graduation. I got over $500 for
a six weeks camp at Fort Knox, Kentucky and will have received $2000
worth of financial aid by graduatioa
Tm glad I did it"
You can do it, too. Not only through basic camp, but multiple entry.
Enroll at a time that fits your schedule during your freshman or sophomore year,
and there is no military obligation. For more details

Army
BOTG
inhvoj«ars.
Cfllli

133-6264, OR COME TO
THE SMOKER AT WARREN CAMPUS
CENTER BALLROOM,THURSDAY,
MARCH 24, AT 8:00 PM

I did it And jou can, too.
AnivyROTCmhwj^ars.
N
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<(TS)-Thc Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has
kicked oil on a controversial plan to start collecting
income taxes on the value of free or reduced tuition
given ;is ;i fringe benefit to some 27.000 children of
prolessors
first proposed last November as a way to plug
leaky loopholes in the current tax system, the IRS
stood to tax $20 million worth of scholarships
However, just ;is soon as the measure was proposed
.l . - TrJt'J,sur> Department was bombarded with
protests and criticisms from the halls of academiato
the heights ol professional organizations.,
The professors argued that the current tax-free
tuition remission programs that more than 800 schools
and universities nationwide use is supported by a 22>ear history In 1954. the House and the Senate
specifically approved the kind of scholarships which
the IRS could classify as tax-free fringe benefits.
Many professors also pointed out that they had
taken their jobs, often at lower pay so that their
children could attend the school free
The American Association of University Professors
i AAIT) argued that other professions aren't taxed for
fringe benefits extended, such as free airline flights
I he AAIT also pointed out that physicians aren't
axed tor free medical services extended to their
laiuilies nor are department store employees taxed for
discounts extended to them.

:::
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v
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Ghostwriters pose as Dr. Know
(CHS)-At the University of Colorado <CU). two
ghostwriters were arrested by Boulder police on
charges of criminal simulation recently.
The two men were given summonses after an undercover officer paid $100 for a 25-page term paper on
"Subliminal' Kffects of Advertising and Media " A
complaint had been lodged by the Vice-Chancel lor of
< L. Jamas Cobridge. who expressed some concern
about the posters on campus offering the services of
"Dr. Know."
The mimeographed posters featured a large brain,
as well as quoting satirically a number of public
tigures who supposedly ased the service. President
Ford was quoted as saying: "Dr. Know helped me
ludge the Warren Report"
"Dr Know helped me through college," Sen Ted
Kennedy was quoted as saying.
The men are both graduates of the University of
Michigan where they each won Hopwood awards in
w riting They had come to Boulder in the summer, and
startedthe Dr. Know service about two months before
their arrest, as a way of paying rent and expressing
what one called "our serious political views on various
issues."
i The two charged generally three to five dollars per
page for an original assignment. They claim they had
no files and everything was done from scratch.
Students who used the service didn't have time or
lust weren't interested in the subject, they say. adding,
almost all of their customers could have written the
paper themselves, but just didn't want to.

Research ship studies sea
Challenger expedition inventigates continental drift
By THERESA BEALE
While taking a two-month
expedition on the Glomar
Challenger last summer,
Madison College geology
professor Dr. William Roberts
found evidence that the ice
age may have occurred a
million years later than
originally thought.
The Challenger is a ship
designed to drill into the ocean
bottom to investigate the
continental drift theory, which
says that millions of years ago
the continents constituted one
huge land mass. The land
mass split into continents,
which drifted apart as a result
of crustal and glacial
movements during the ice
age, according to the theory.
On the expedition, Roberts,
a sedimentologist, examined
sediment from three holes the
ship drilled in the MidAtlantic Ridge to investigate
the circulation of currents in
the northern Atlantic Ocean.
The sediment, which had been
carried by ice, suggested the
ice age occurred two million
years ago, and not three
million years ago,
as
originally thought, Roberts
said.
Any earth scientist with a
specific interest can go on a
Challenger cruise, Roberts
said. He applied in 1972 and in
mid-June four years later
received
a
telegram

requesting an immediate
response.
"I wanted to do any kind of
sediment
work
on
the
Challenger," Roberts said. "It
is a very prestigious experience."
Eighty-five persons were
on the ship including the crew
and 15 scientists from the
United States, Great Britain,
Japan, Russia, and France.
These
jntries, along with
West Gcn.-.any, contribute

fellow sedimentologist from
Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institute in Massachusetts.
Roberts then wrote up the
results of his findings for the
ship's journal.
The Challenger departed on
its forty-ninth leg (a twomonth cruise) from Aberdeen,
Scotland on July 18 and
returned to the island of
Madeira on Sept. 4.
"The experience was a big

'go for the honor
of working bn the ship
one million dollars a year to
the project, with the United
States contributing a major
portion of the project's annual,
funds.
The scientists, who are not
paid salaries, "go for the
honor of working on the ship,"
according to Roberts. His
travel
expenses
were
provided by the National
Science Foundation, a federal
agency which funds the
Challenger expeditions.
"The Challenger is funded
more money by the government than any other geology
project," Roberts said.
. His duties aboard the
Challenger
included
describing and interpreting
the meaning of the collected
sediments with the help of a

plus all arounojr said Roberts
of the trip's effect on his
teaching and scientific work.
"I enjoyed seeing other parts
of the world and working with
the other scientists."
Slides from the trip and the
ship's journal have tremendously supplemented his
teaching, Roberts said.
He is presently revising last
summer's work and making
additional studies of the 150
samples of sediment that he
brought back with him.
Roberts also continues to
"rite articles for the ship's
journal, "The Initial Report."
The entire group from the
forty-ninth leg will meet in
April to complete "The Initial
Report" and to compare
conclusive studies.

ROTC enrollment increasing
.•:•

I

3
1

Enrollment in the newest
department at Madison
College has increased 1,000
percent in the last two years.
Madison's department of
military science was started
in the 1974-75 school year with
a total of 17 students. Today,
there are 170 in the five
military science courses offered at Madison.
About a third of the
students are women. Having
women students in Reserve
Officer Training Corps
(ROTC) courses isn't unusual
anymore, said Capt. Don L.
Henley of the Madison
military science faculty.

When the military science
program began at Madison all
the courses were taught by
faculty members from the
University of Virginia, Capt.
Henley said. The Madison
program is still an extension
of the UVA program but there
is now a full-time staff at
Madison. The staff includes
Master Sgt. Robert Smith,
Henley and another captain
who will join the Madison
faculty this spring.
There are two basic
ROTC programs a student
can enter at Madison, Henley
sa'id.
A four-year program is

mainly for students who have
no past association with the
military.
Introductory
courses are given the first two
years of college and then the
student can go into the advanced ROTC courses, he
said.
There is also a two-year
program of advanced work
only. This is primarily for
students who have served
previously in the armed
services or have attended a
basic training camp prior to
their junior year in college.
Students can receive
commissions in the regular
Army or the Reserves through
either program

LSD usage 'is on the decline9
UTS)-If government statistics and most
university health administrators are to be believed
usage of LSD is waning slowly on the American,
campus as well as amongst the U.S. population as a
\> hole
Indeed, in this decade of limited expectations
federal Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) spokesmen
indicate that even legal medical experimentation with
the drug practically has ceased. Thus it has gained
:»Iong w ith heroin and some other narcotics, a top spot
on the DKA s "Schedule One" drug list, which includes
those villainous mind twisters with no known
medicinal value and correspondingly "high abuse
potential." ,
LSD is on the decline." noted one DEA
spokesman "but that doesn't mean it's not against the
law undue plan to enforce the federal law."
Asked if there had been any grand uncoverings of
LSI > caches by his agency recently, he replied, "no big
busts on LSI) lately, no. not LSD."

I
8

'Students smarter than Carter ,1
'CPSi-Students at Harvard, Yale and Princeton
were poled on how they ranked themselves intellectually compared to President Jimmy Carter who
w as graduated rrom the U.S. Naval Academy. Class of
MM?
At Harvard, half the students said they were
blighter than Carter, at Princeton. 48 per cent and at
\ ale. 45 per cent.

V.

MANY MADISON COLLEGE STUDENTS, as
well as students from local high schools,
became honorary members of the "Order of
the Battered BPPt" £aJw4*X Ay. wUWftg. M

miles for the March of Dimes. The Walk-a-thon
was sponsored by Phi Beta Lambda and area
high
schools.
;»»*«*•*£**«• I V

Photo »V Wayn* Rtrttw
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Sorority rush: 'a more personal atmosphere'
Hy M. J. HKKBKRT
Sororiiy rush- at Madison
College has been changed to
create a more personal atmosphere, according to
Connie
Kearhs.
1977
Panhellenic Council rush
chairman.
"Getting to a more personal aspect in rush rather
than filling quotas is the objective of the changes." she
said.
Formal rush will be held in
the fall rather than in the
spring, she said, so rush will
act as an introducing method
and way to meet people.
In the past, freshmen have
been unable to rush but the
changes include making
freshmen eligible during their
first semester. The sorority
sisters plan to correspond
with incoming students from
their hometowns and to be a
"helping hand" in their adjustment to college life,
Kearns said, adding that
informal meetings and rap
sessions will be held during
the summer orientation to
educate the new students on
college and sorority life.
Freshmen in the past have
been underestimated in their
ability to adapt. Kearns said,
but she believes their abun-

an hour for each sorority.
Second round parties will be
held on Saturday and third
round parties are to be held
Sunday afternoon.
After the third round
partie*. the rushees will be
given an hour to decide on
which sorority they want to
join and they will sign
preferentials that night,
Kearns explained. Walk,
where the girls learn which
sorority they are asked to join
and the sororities find out
which girls will join, would be
Tuesday and would conclude
the weeks activities.
Having activities compacted into a week rather than
a three-week period like this
year would ease conflicts with
classes and would get people
to stay around on a weekend.

dant membership in other
campus activities shows their
willingness to become
involved.
The new students becoming
acquainted with sororities
before the school term starts
will help to end the
stereotyping of sororities
before the Greek sisters and
ihe new students meet each
other, she said
Rush activities will begin
on the second week of the
school year. Registration will
continue throughout that week
with an "informal" kickoff on
Thursday night
The informal first round
parties will begin the
following Monday night and
continue through Thursday.
Friday there will be an open
house at Eagle Hal1 alloting

APP

activities period will help
Kearns said
alleviate criticism of it being
One drawback she sees
too time consuming, she said,
with this change is that rush
adding that spring rush will be
would be too close to the
held on an informal basis as
beginning of the school year
fall rushes have been conand people won't be settled
ducted in the past
into a routine yet.
The Panhellenic Council
"Praises and complaints of
has passed these changes with
this year's rush will improve
the vote of approval from the
the "process of formal rush
eight campus sororities. The
come September." Kearns
council is still working on the
said.
specifics of these changes and
Sororities will continue
is
considering
other
using counselors to help advise and a handbook for / suggestions. Kearns said.
Council members plan to
guidance, she said. First
visit the College of William
round parties will again not be
and Mary this spring to view
mandatory.
rush procedure there.
The cutting back of the rush
Q
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Frtt Attantiom

103 S. Main St
Moi.TNCS.Nad.Sat
9:30 to 5:00
Thurv & Fri.
9:30 to 9:00

Old Milwaukee Beer 6pk. cans 1.29
Cokes 16 oz. 8pk. w/deposit 8.99
Frito Lay Twin Pack, Ruffles Chips
Reg. $.89 Now $.69
Golden Delicious Apples 3Ib. *l.00

Pears 3Ib. 100

Bennett articles
published
Dr. Clint Bennett, assistant
professor of speech pathology
and audiology at Madison
College, has had two articles
accepted for publication.
Bennett's article entitled
"Training Severely HearingImpaired Children in the
Discrimination of VoicedVoiceless Distinction," will be
published in the "Journal of
the American Audiology
Society." and an article entitled "Effects of VoicedVoiceless
Discrimination
Training Upon the Articulation
of
HearingImpaired Children" will be
published in "Language and
Speech."

I after 6pm

$1.49

Salad, Garlic Bread
& .

All the Spaghetti you can eat
plus
*FREE Of. of Beer w/Madison ID

DA

L.iyMi , j-, j

synthesizer
37 NOTES PITCH
BEND...
80CTAVERANGE ...
4 OSCILLATORS ...
SAMPLE & HOLD...
NOISE GENERATOR..
ADSR ...
POL YPHONIC.l
RUGGED
CONSTRUCTION...
GOLD PLATED
.CONTACTS ...

LECTRIC

26 Pleasant Hill Rd.
Harriaonburg. 434-4722

You can keep it under your
hat for only so long . . .
Then spring arrives and suddenly there's no way to hide
it anymore. Get your hair in
shape for the active, sunfilled days ahead. Come out
from under that hat and have
a Full Tilt spring!

HNReurrerc

434-1010
Electronics Inc.

107 S MAIN. HARRISONBURG. VA
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'Religion of Moon inspires'
Followers preach despite hecklers, security officers
IV

GINA
GARERI
After promising to wake
early Friday to start a
neglected paper, I vetoed the
idea and slept until lunchtime.
Lunch was uneventful, but the
scene outside the cafeteria
proved interesting.
Perched atop a stone bench
next to the campus center
were two singing men.
Someone asked me "Are they
pledging?" "I don't think so,"
I
said.
Wondering why two welldressed young men would
tolerate the drizzle singing to
a few students, I waited and
listened. My wait was
rewarded with a sermon. One
student cried, "They're
'moonies'!"

Outreach program, whose
members
circulate
throughout the, state, finding
people jobs and helping
"inspire people that have hate
in their hearts" to a better
way of life.
He attended Norfolk State
but discontinued his studies to
go into business for himself.
At the time he was a minister
and a member of the
"Seekers," an organization of
young businessmen seeking
higher truths in religious'
philosophies.
It was through his membership in the "Seekers" that
Daugherty was introduced to
the Unification Church. Exposure to the religion of Moon
filled a void in Daugherty's

'people have concepts
of him having horns9
Fascinated
by
their
oratorical skills, I listened
longer, not grasping what they
were
preacning-instead
watching their movements
and the reactions of the few
students gathered. I decided
to abandon the two men in
favor of my class, but
curiosity drew me back to the
pair.
Levy Daugherty, showing
no signs of discouragement
from the unfavorable weather
or students, welcomed my
interest. Daugherty and his
companion, Michael Beard,
were traveling with the
Virginia
Day of
Hope
Crusade,
founded
and
directed by Beard, who
resides in Washington, D.C.
Beard is also founder of the
"Outreach" program,
Coordinator of CARP-Coilision in Association for
Developing Principles, -and
state director for the
Unification Church, founded
by Reverend Sun Yung Moon.
Daugherty spoke easily
about himself. He is 30 years
old and in charge of the

life, he said, and he joined the
church.
The
reaction
of
Daugherty's mother to his
joining the church echoed the
accusations
of
"brainwashing" by parents who
have recently "lost" their
children to the movement. He
said, "She felt hurt, betrayed.
She asked, 'Levy, what's
happened to you?' because
she read the news ... she
believed Moon had brainwashed me. How could that
be? I'd never met the man."
Six months later Daugherty
saw and heard Moon at a
"God Bless America" rally in
New York. "People have
concepts of him having horns,
but he was happy, joyful,
strong... and he never talked
about anything negative . . .
he never talked 'about the
people persecuting him,"
Daugherty
said.
One subject that Moon
spoke of at the rally was that
the newspapers had not
"discovered the great things
we had done." And because of
this, they established their

THE MADISON1ANS, composed of college
music ians.performedThursday in Wilson Hall.
Using u theme dealing with current social

own newspaper, 'IfThe World
News," to accomplish what
they
believed
other
newspapers had failed to docover positive events occurring both nationally and
internationally. The
Unification Church founded
the newspaper with the belief
that the present negativity of
society can be traced to
coverage of negative events in
the
news
media.
Daugherty also explained
some of the beliefs incorporated in the Unification
faith. "Our goal," he said, "is
to unite all religions. Most of
the others (religions) believe
they want theirs to be the best.
Forget arguing with each
other. Let's unite and love
each other as brothers and
sisters in the world."
In addition, Daugherty
corrected some misconceptions held about the
Unification religion. "We're
opposed to Communism
because they're atheists," he
said. Their opposition is apparently directed against
Communist idealogy, not
people.
They also believe in the role
of Jesus. "We teach that
Jesus fulfilled his mission, but
that the people failed in their
mission. If they had believed
that Jesus was the Messiah,
then the Kingdom of Earth
would
be
here
now."
Daugherty also admitted it is
(Continued on Page 12)

LEVY DAUGHERTY AND MICHAEL BEARD spoke to students
passing between the campus center and the dining hall Friday.
The two, followers of the Moon religion, were forced to leave
campus because they were not registered as campus visitors.
Photo
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'Pretender 'Browne's best
By JEFF BYRNE
With his latest release,
"The Pretender," Jackson
Browne has fulfilled the
Kromise which his career has
eld from the start: he has
emerged as one of rock's
finest lyricists, possibly even
the finest writer to emerge
from the turmoil of the 60s
rock scene.
This new collection of songs
shows Browne at his best. His

trends and college life, the group has appeared
throughout Virginia and several surrounding
states.
Photo

bv

Bob

i.evtront

lyrics, always thoughtful and
at times depressing, havetaken on a new soberness and
maturity. Gone is the jaunty
rockiness of Redneck Friend"
and the gentle humor of
"Ready or Not." Replacing
them are the eerie "Sleep's
Dark and Silent Gate" and the
bitter "Here Come Those
Tears Again," the AM single
from the album.
Browne's constant themes
of
love,
fulfillment,
awakening and the passage of
time remain unaltered,
however. They have assumed
new meanings for Browne,
which is reflected in his songs.
Listening to this new album
is much like looking at old
photographs. Browne is able
to evoke images of what has
passed or fallen by the
wayside in life. His songs are
reflective of a time when love
could conquer all and
messiahs walked the earth.
Browne strips the haloes from
the causes of the sixties,
showing with wit and keen
insight the tarnish which has
accumulated on the sacred
cows.
» ,
I'm going to try to explain
what the album is like without
spoiling it for you. Browne's
songs speak more clearly for
themselves than any reviewer
can.
The first side begins with
"The Fuse," a mellow rocker
which states that:

Through every dead and
living thing
Time runs like a fuse
And the fuse is burning
"Your Bright Baby Blues"
deals with fulfillment and
desire for a meaning to life. It
is followed by "Linda
Paloma," Browne's most
unique song to date, a
departure from the straight
rock phrasing of the rest of the
album, with its Mexican airs
and weeping violins.
"Here Come Those Tears
Again" is one of the better
songs on the album. Like
"Fountain of Sorrow" on his
"Late for the Sky" LP, it tells
of the problems between
lovers, particularly focusing
on separation, but unlike
"Fountain," in "Tears"
Browne refuses to be hurt
again, saying:
Some other time baby
When I'm strong and feeling
fine maybe
When I can look at you
without crying
You might look like a friend
of mine.
The second side opens with *
a poem for Browne's son:
entitled "The Only Child" in
which he expresses his hope
that his son will grow into a
compassionate person.
"Daddy's- Tune''' shows
Browne's new maturity He
(Continued on Page 12)
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'Pretender9 'demonstrates best of Browne

Contributions
increase

(Continued from Page 11)

The Madison College
Foundation.
Inc.
received a total of
SW5.57H for 1976. according to Dr. Ray
Sonner. vice president
for public affairs.
The
Foundation
handles
al.
contributions made to
Madison.
The 1976 figures
showed an increase of
about $27,000 over 1975.
Sonner said. Of the total
funds. 34 per cent came
from alumni contributions. 26 per cent
came from corporate
contributions. 23 per
cent from friends of the
college, and 17 per cent
from investments.
According to Charles
Scott, director of the
alumni services office,
alumni
contributions
totalled "about $38,000.
or about a three per cent
increase over 1975."

looks back on his "youthful
follies" and comments on
them:
Somewhere something went
wrong
Or maybe we forgot the
song
Make room for my fortyfives
Along beside your seventyeights
Nothing survivesBut the way we live our
lives.
"Sleep's Dark and Silent
Gate" is a strange song.
That's all I can really say
about it. Perhaps it serves to
show us Bs0wae> Hj»rker sicle
' The title track "The
'Pretender," is easily among
Browne's finer works. It is
also a highly important song.
as Browne tells us in the last
verse:

I'm going to be a happy
idiot
And struggle for the legal
tender.
The music, with the exception of "Linda Paloma" is
oretty straight-forward
California rock, performed by
some of Browne's old standbys and a host of guest artists.
Lowell George, Bonnie Raitt,
Don Henley, and even
producer Jon Landau get into
the music, which is tracked
and mixed beautifully.
The strings, used like never
before on this album, help to
fill out the sometimes stark
sound, especially on "The
Pretender." The strings are
conducted by David Campbell.
Browne's use of double
lyrics in "The Fuse" and
"Sleep's Dark and Silent
Gate" is especially interesting, providing subtle
layers of meaning to both
songs.

•Moon religion an inspiration'
(Continued from Page 11)
true that members of the
church are
bold and
aggressive, supporting such
actions with "We believe if
you believe in something you
should
share
it."
Moon's philosophy also
includes the belief that the
existence of God can be
proven scientifically. "Why
does everything exist on a
scientific basis if God isn't a
scientific being?" Daugherty
asked.
Coupled with this thought
are the beliefs: "We are what
we eat, think, what we are
taught, who we are born from,
and who God wanted us to

be." Scientific, spiritual, and
physical aspects of man must
be united to have an ideal
world, Daugherty added.
The unattainability of this
unification is due to "man's
ignorance
and
selfish
motivations." Daugherty
believes that "We can feed the
world, but we still have people
suffering
from
malnutrition."
As I spoke with Daugherty,
I was impressed with how
much of the Unification faith
he adopted into his own life.
He was never hesitant to
answer questions.
However, our conversation
was interrupted by two

Noah's Ark Pets
and Plant Shop
• spec/a/ order at no extra charge
• 10% off complete aquarium setups
• affordable prices
New Store Hours
Sun. and Mon.-Closed
Sat.- 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

125 W. Water

Tues. and Wed-10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Thurs. and Fri.-10 a.m.-8 p.m

Coffee Prices Are up

At Doriut King it's still
25' per cup
'Plus
52 Varieties of Donuts

433-1734
24 Hours - 7 Days a Week

security officers who asked
him to leave campus after
they established he was with
the Unification Church and
was unregistered as a college
visitor. Daugherty raised no
questions and left the campus.

Undoubtedly.
this is
Browne's finest effort. He
spans a huge range of
emotions and situations with
his songs, voicing the great
concerns of life which arose in

'Birthday9 celebrated
(Continued from Page 1)
art of teaching-that most
noble of all professions."
The students at Madison
were asked only to "be
themselves'' by Carrier.
"They are already university
students," he said, "and it is
our job . to provide the
students with opportunities
that they need-"
Carrier called on the entire
university community for a
new commitment-"a commitment to excellence, to preeminence, a commitment to
unselfish public service, to
meaningful research and to
unparalleled teaching."
Although Founders Day

Qigfirettesare^ilkn!

marked the unofficial birth ot
James Madison University.
Carrier said that "Madison
College has not died." It will,
he said, "continue to live
always, holding a dear and
warm spot in all our hearts,
just as its predecessor institutions."
James Madison University
will be the fifth name in the 69>ear history of the institution
It was founded in 190R as
the .State Normal and Industrial School for Women.
Uiter names included the
State Normal School for
Women at Harrisonburg and
the State Teachers College at
Harrisonburg. as well as
Madison College.

Imported Car & Truck Parts
883 Chicago Ave.
Corner of Waterman Dr. A Chicago Ave.
b Phone 433-2534
Discounts w-Madison tD

fhe Fabric Shop
157 N. Main Si.

giWeGt

%ungs

the sixties and which have
found no easy solutions in the
seventies.
In a way. Browne could be
seen as rock's conscience,
reminding us of where we've
been and where we are now.

Harrisonburg, Va. 22801
.Michael Hellberg

j

703-434 5663 j

C.P.B. Movie Committee Movie Survey
The CPB Movie Committee wants your suggestions for
movies for the fall semester. Please put any movies you'd
like to see on this sheet and drop it into the campus mail.
We cannot guarantee all movies will be available from the
distributors, or released for colleges. All movie suggestions
will be given consideration at the Movie Committee meeting]
when fall semester movies are decided upon.
What cartoons or features1. What Movies would you like
would you like to see before j to see come to Madison ,
each movie?
j subject to availability?
1
_JJ
! 2
I 3
! 4
What artists (actors or actres J"
sesj comedy .dramatic,etc.
|—r
would you like to see as part j—
of a film festival? (Ex. Marx
Brothers, Laurel &Hardy, Clark 8

Gable)
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Phil Johnson Band 'into many kinds of music'
'It's fun doing what we're doing'; getting experience 'every performer needs'

'

By SANDY AM ANN
New York, Nashville or L.A. might sound
like better places for musicians to look for
popular support, but the Phil Johnson Band
has decided to start the search in the
Shenandoah Valley.
"It doesn't pay a whole lot, but the work is
there," says Phil Johnson, who started the trio
with his wife Gaye.
"Entertainment was really lacking in this
area. There was practically no place to
perform until last summer," when a club in
Harrisonburg started presenting live talent.
Currently, the group appears at the Hickory
Pit in Harrisonburg, at some clubs in Staunton
and Bridgewater and at local ski lodges.
Johnson describes the places they play as
"restaurants with music on the side. The main
thing is to sell beer; the live music is to attract
people." However, he believes that attitude
will change as liquor by the drink becomes
legal in this part of Virginia. "The emphasis
will change to good music and good entertainment."
The band may not wait for tastes to change
in the area though. "We're not readyfor D.C.yet," Johnson says as he strings a mandolin.
We were sitting in the cubbyhole offices of the
Blue Ridge Guitar Workshop, where he gives
guitar lessons. The two tiny rooms are filled
with racks of bluegrass sheet music and
records, a half dozen guitars, some rickety
folding chairs and an antique cash "register.
"We play often and keep in front of the
microphone and audience. We're doing it for'
experience and to test new material. If we
keep it up until summer, we'll have a year of

bluegrass festival--we have the material and
the instruments. Or we could play the folk
festival circuit. We also do contemporary
country music," like Linda Ronstadt or Emmy lou Harris perform.
Johnson does all the bookings for the group
and admits he is inexperienced at it. He also
finds it frustrating at times.
"A lot of
promoters won't hire us as a bluegrass band,
because we don't have a banjo." He grins at
the irony as he adds, "other places advertise
us as a bluegrass band, when we aren't strictly
a bluegrass group."
The Johnsons came to Harrisonburg three
years ago from South Boston, Va., where
Gaye, a librarian, worked with the book-

mobile. They became aware of the town
through Gaye's cousin, who attended Madison
College.
The area seemed like a good place to open a
bluegrass music shop because no local stores
were "paying attention" to that branch of
music and there would be little competition.
The three local colleges would also provide
potential customers for the music lessons Phil
offered.
They rented space across Main Street from
Madison, near College Exxon for their Blue
Ridge Music Emporium. Johnson realized
there were a lot of musicians in the area who
never got together, and to give them a place to
congregate, he began holding monthly jam
sessions in his stofe.
Local residents,
musicians and college students crowded into
the large, guitar-lined room to listen, watch,
ask questions and learn.
Johnson knew there was a public television
station in Harrisonburg and knew "from the
very first" the station would see his jam
sessions as a possibility for a show. Late in
1975, he began hosting a. 13-week show on
WVPT called "Phil's Old Time Pickin' Junction." He brought local musicians into the
studio to perform and one week he and Gaye
were featured.
The program was broadcast around
Virginia on public stations in Roanoke and
Richmond. WVPT is currently planning a new
series with the Phil Johnson Band, to be filmed
on location throughout the Shenandoah Valley.
The show will also be made available to other
stations in Virginia.
About the time he and Gaye began doing the

If you want to play,

'Bluegrass jams

you hai&'to travel'

lead to TV show1

experience, which is what a performer needs.
Then, I'll feel good about putting together a
demo tape and some promotional material"
and trying to book performances at clubs in
Washington or Richmond.
The tall, bearded Californian and his wife of
four years "got an act together" last year, and
bass player Chuck Nichols joined the group in
the fall.
With Phil playing dobro and mandolin, Gaye
playing guitar, and all three singing, they are
able to perform a wide variety of material,
including
bluegrass,
ragtime,
blues,
traditional country, folk, western swing and
cowboy music, which Phil explains is "a
branch of country music from the 30s and 40s.
"I grew, up listening to these songs, and no
one else*is doing them."
Their broad repertoire gives the group an
advantage when looking for work. Johnson,
finished with the mandolin, sets it down and
leans back in his chair. "If you want to make a
living and to play a type of music, you have to
work and travel to find a market.
"We're into so many kinds of music, we can
go to any number of places. We could play a

television series, "we began thinking we could
do music for a living," Phil says. The guitar
store "got to be too much," so the Joh.isons
gave it up and moved to the small shop on the
third floor of the Professional Building
downtown, where they could devote more time
to teaching and performing.
Johnson, who has held such varied jobs as a
truck driver and side musician for other
performers, enjoys teaching but wants to
"wind it down" as he and the group perform
more. "I've never held a job for more than two
or three years," he admits with a grin, "and
I've been teaching guitar here for three
years."
However, he sees teaching as something he
can fall back on. "If we went on the road for a
while, we could decide to settle down close to a
large city where we could perform on
weekends and teach weekdays."
One thing thein couple "lucked into" in
settling
Harrisonburg was that
Madison's radio station WMRA was expanding
from ten to 50,000 watts. The couple did some
live performances on the old station, and after
the expansion, Phil approached the station's
program director with the idea of doing a live
radio show.
Phil and Gaye host the "Live Country Afternoon" program every other Friday, performing themselves or bringing in other acts.
The atmosphere is casual and unstructured as
they fill requests phoned in by listeners and
joke about why bass player Nichols couldn't
make it again this week.
In the 1920s and 30s, Johnson notes,
musicians would work at radio stations for free
and would use the airtime to announce their
personal appearances locally. The band is
keeping up that tradition.
Not only does "Country Afternoon" keep the

Phil Johnson plays dobro
and his wife Gaye plays guitar
during a recent live performance
on WMRA's 'Country Afternoon'
Photos by Walt Morgan

'Everyone enjoys W
band working and "get the name around," but
it is "a unique opportunity in this day" for
musicians to perform on the radio and for
listeners to call to make requests or comments. "Everyone enjoys it, Johnson says.
Sitting back comfortably in his small metal
chair, Johnson glanced around the room
overflowing with musicians' accessoriesinstruments, strings, picks, sheet music. He
pauses for a moment, thinking over what he
has said about the planning, practicing,
teaching and traveling from town to town. He
ends on a final, happy note. 'It's fun doing what
we're doing."
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Beau* ^4rts BaH has good turnout
By
ROGER
WELLS
"Inside the museum, infinity
goes up on trial . . ."-Dylan
It was a motley assortment
of the famous and infamous, a
walking gallery of history's
most brilliant leaders and
rogues, literature's grandest
characters and mythology's
gods.
i
A few faces were absent
Einstein could not be found;
Once I thought I saw
Quasimodo, but it was a
different character hunched
over the punch bowl. But the
pirates were out as well as
Disco Duck.

'we have volcanoes
all the time'
9m-:

Jhe turnout was impressive as more than 300
Madison faculty and students
attended the Beaux Arts Ball
in Chandler Hall Saturday
night. The costume ball, the
first of its kind at Madison was
held as part of the Fine Arts
Festival.
Dance contests were held
and awards were presented to
best original costumes for
faculty
and
students.
The
winning
faculty
costume was Roger Hall's
scanty but appropriate
version
of
Dionyses.
I asked him why he came:
"to check the wine," the
Greek god said. "I don't understand why they're serving
beer or punch. I'm looking for
some Dionysian revelry."
As I turned away, I heard
him say "Keep your hands off
my grapes!" Hours later his
costume was still intact, and I
presume his admonition was
sufficient.

Turning around. I bumped
into James and Dolly Madison
(Dr. and Mrs. Ronald
Carrier). President Madison
proudly proclaimed
"this
country will have a constitution."
I mentioned to the
President that a university
might be formed to bear his
name. Where would he like it
located? "Why the western
part of the state, nestled
between the Blue Ridge and
Appalachian Mountains."
What would such a university
hope to achieve? The fourth
U.S. President had no
hesitation in answering "to
foster freedom and to fight
ignorance."
Dolly Madison said she
"loved living in the White
House," at which point the
president
interjected
"especially the night they
burned
it.'
Another U.S. President
attended the event, ^although
he was forced to attend incognito because of recent
unpopularity.
I asked Richard Nixon
(Tom Whyte) why he came as
a Killer Bee?
"I had very bad intentions
to begin with," he said. "I was
going to put a sting on the
United States and bug
Democratic headquarters."
Puns
aside, Whyte's
costume attracted quite a bit
of interest and he won the
third place student prize.
The room was always filled
with festive music as the
George West Band played
everything from waltz to
. polka to rock with stops in
'" swing and cha cha. An occasional dissonant horn could
be heard but that was Harpo
Marx enjoying his night in
Chandler.
Actually there were two
Harnos (Marv Carrington and

Ham Stempen. One honked
and the other beeped "Harpo
Ctin'1 talk." Groucho Marx
ijoe Kirbyi pointed out.
I asked Groucho how he felt
being among so many
celebrities?
"Crowded." he said.
Quite a few foreigners
attended tha ball. One gentleman from
Guatemala
(Horace Burr) came in
radiant festival garb. How did
he like the ball: "It's very
gala.
We're
expecting
something like this every
night." How did he like the

'there ain't
no brains here'
U.S.? "Well, it's a little less
exciting. You see, we have
volcanoes all the time."
Of course, things weren't
always so optimistic and John
the Baptist (David Dillard)
with his head on a platter was
enough to restore sensibilities.
But after the judging, the
platter came off. Without
John's head, of course.
One man came as a selfcontained hunger strike.
Hunger Kunstler (Chuck
Hawkins), wearing a cage and
dressed in black, was on the
37th day of his hunger strike.
"What do you expect.to gain
from this," I asked. "Hunger
is its own reward." Kunstler
replied.
He asured me that he would
be forced to take nourishment
in
three
more
days.
But morbid fascinations
were rarely carried to fruition
and
Marie
Antoinette
managed to keep ahead of the
Executioner in Black who

JAMES AND DOLLY MADISON (President and Mrs. Ronald
Carrier) give some modern dance steps a try. Although the band
didn't play minuets, the first couple seemed to enjoy themselves.
wielded an ax that could force
the most obstinate to compromise, if the argument were
allowed to reach rebuttals.
In a few cases, the stories
were rewritten. Not only did
Humpty-Dumpty not, fall off
the wall, but the twodanced
together.
Not all the costumes were
as
elaborate.
Several
suitemates, perhaps lured by

the free refreshments, wore Tshirts. thus taking us back to
the 1950s when socks were
white and everybody tried to
win with Ike.
There were indications of
social discontent, however,
and an "Impeach Nixon: Vote
McGovern" sign reminded us
of the 1960s as a gone-by era.
One hardhat construction
(Continued on Page 15)

The green
striped ladyrepresented
a rebellion
against
reality
Photos by
Mark
Thompson
KEEP YOUR HANDS OFF MY GRAPES: Indulging in tome
Dionysian revelry is the Greek god himself (Roger Hall) and a

friend. Hall's portrayal received, first place in the faculty competition.
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A gallery of leaders and rogues
(Continued from Page 14)
worker attended, but there
was no confrontation this
time.
The "The Wizard of Oz"
was well represented by three
scarecrows and a half dozen
Dorothy's. I asked the Tinman (Alan West) if he expected to meet the Wizard.
"Yes, I'm a venerable wizard
myself. After all. who else can
spout off like I can," he said.
One Scarecrow
(ilex
Fuller) was isked if he was
looking for a brain. "Yes" the
straw man said, "but there
ain't no brains here." When
asked to comment on modern
dances, presumably a hazard
to a man who fell apart when
shaken, the Scarecrow said
"They look like a tornado in
Kansas, a little like a
hurricane in Newport News
but more like a cyclone in
Houston."
Though the costumes were
varied, with few look alikes. a
few common motifs were
noted
among
some.

'one honked
and
the other beeped'
The Green Violinist (Rim
Vining) and The Lady with the
Green Stripe (Andi Evans)
come to mind. The Green
Violinist spoke in riddles.
"Why are you green?" I
asked. "Why is the fiddler on
the roof ?" he answered.
Created by Chagal in 1918,
the artist's character's
condition seems to have
stabilized. Was that true?
"Yes." he' said. "Chagal
worked in oils and they really
last."
The green striped lady was
a Matisse and represented a
rebellion against reality. She
told of walking into a store in
costume without anyone
seeming to notice. "People no
longer act shocked," she
lamented.
Periodically the evening
grew quiet. The announcer
called tor the finalists in the
dance contest. "We'll have the
couple in Burlap and the
Austrians,"
she
said.
Charlie
Chaplin
(Ed
Connors ) and his partner won
one such contest. But Chaplin,
predicably had little to say. "I
have to walk around and
w histle a nd be silent." he sa id.
Similarly. Oedipus (Tom
Arthur) could not comment on
what he had "seen." "That's
very cruel," he told Nefertiti.
"I heard him." "Well, how
does everything strike you." I
asked, and then withdrew the
question.
Perhaps the event was best
summarized by Spanish
conquistador Don Quixote
(Ralph Cohen), who rode into
Chandler Hall on an elaborate
costume horse and in full
knightly
gear.
"I'm very excited," he
said, "about the idea of an
annuai evenff'wheur feaple
dress up and go to some
trouble, and where students
and faculty can get together
and have a good time."
The consensus seems to
have been that what Quixote
was suggesting was no idle
windmill.

Catching a buzz is Killer Bee Richard Nixon (Tom Whyte). John the Baptist
(Dave Dillard, below) looks like he might need some relief for a headache.
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12 of 120 campus clubs receive SGA funding
By

KAKKN
IIOHBS
Student Government
Association (SGA) funding lor
clubs is a myth perpetuated
by people who organize their
ciubs in expectation of funds,
said William Hall, vicepresident for student affairs.
Of
108
recognized
organizations and another 12
in the process of recognition,
approximately 12 receive SGA
funding.
The SGA reviews the club"s
purpose, the need it fulfills for
Madison students, and the
club's size and organization.
Then the SGA reviews its own
budget and determines if club
funding would set any
precedent for the college, said
Mike Louden, SGA treasurer.
Despite the small percentage of organizations
which receive funds. Hall said
he almost never talks to a
student representative of an
organization waiting to
«k

News media 'reactive''
(Continued from Page 7)
objective than at any time in
the history of this country.
He said that the final
decision
on
the
appropriateness of any news
coverage is made by the
public. "The ultimate judge is
you," he told the audience.
Lower contrasted today's
news media with that in the
times of President James
Madison, when newspapers
were used to help in
"whispering campaigns"

College faculty
go to conference

'

,

receive recognition that
doesn't expect funding.
"Generally speaking, the
SGA doesn't fund clubs." he
said
The process for becoming a
club at Madison is called
recognition
It involves
approval by a student subcommittee headed by Jim
Logan, director of student
activities: the Commission on
Student Services, chaired by
Hall, and the college
President.
To receive recognition, a
student group must meet as
an organizing committee to
draw up a constitution. The
criteria for recognition of
student organizations can be
obtained from Logan, to help
students in drafting constitutions.
Organizations in the formative stage can use campus
facilities for one semester,
while increasing membership.

John Sweigart, Cameron
Nickels and Jerry Coulter of
Madison College's Arts and
Sciences recently attended a
week-long conference on
"New Directions in the
Humanities," held in St.
Petersburg, Fla.
Twenty teams of three
members each were selected
to attend the conference, from
more than 120 team projects
submitted. The Madison
team's successful proposal
dealt with designing and later
implementing an innovative
humanities minor program
that would especially benefit
students
majoring
in
professional areas of study.
The conference was cosponsored by the American
Association for Higher
Education and the National
Endowment
for
the
Humanities.

against
candidates.
Despite attacks on him by
the press. President Madison
was a great defender of
freedom of the press. Lower
said.
"As long as there is a
democracy," Lower said,
"the press will be free.".
New members of two
student honor societies,
Omicron Delta Kappa (ODK)
and the Percy H. Warren
Senior Honor Society, were
introduced
during
the
Founders Day program.

The use of campus facilities is
withdrawn after a semester if
the club has not received
recognition
by
then.
After a constitution has
Ix-eii drawn, the club should
contact Logan, who will-set a
date for review. His subcommittee on student clubs
and organizations examines
the constitution before approving it to the Commission
on Student Services. A faculty
adviser and at least one
member must be present

when, the constitution is
reviewed.
The
commission
also
requests that at least one
member be present at its
review.
While
Logan's
committee is a "nuts and
Iwilts" committee to deal with
criteria. Hall said, the com
mission reviews the club's
• purpose
scope.
and
philnsophv " The commission
is romposed ol l>oth students
;iil(l taculh
After a constitution is

passed b\ the student subcommittee and the Commission on Student Sen ices, it
is forwarded to college
President Itonald Carrier for
linal
approval.
The president's approval is
a formality, according to Hall.
as Carrier has never rejected
a constitution once it reached
his
desk
A letter is then sent to the
student
organization,
establishing its recognition as
a club. Hall said.

Music, art to be lecture subjects
Black-American music and
Greek Art will be the subjects
of two visiting lecturers to
Madison College this week.
Eileen Southern, professor
of music and chairman of the
Harvard University AfroAmerican Studies Department, will conduct lectures
and seminars here all day
Thursday.
Specific topics are "The
African Heritage of BlackAmerican Music." "Folk
Hoots of Black-American
Music" and "Contemporary
Black Music."
In addition to being cofounder, co-publisher and
editor of the "Black Perspective in Music." Southern
is the editor of "Readings in
Black American Music."
Kayirfond V.
Schoder,
professor
of
classical
literature and archaeology at
Loyola University of Chicago,
will lecture on "Masterpieces
of Greek Art" all day Friday.

In addition to serving as
Fulbright professor at the
University of Nijmegan in the
Netherlands. Schoder has
served as visiting professor at
the American School of
Classical Studies in Athens
and at Sophia University in
Tokyo.
His book "Masterpieces of
Greek Art" has been tran-

slated ' into eight European
languages.
Schoder is noted for 12,000
color slides of archeological.
iirt and historical monuments
he took while on extensive
U.S. and world travel.
Many of these have been
used by American and foreign
publishers in some HO books by
various authors.

Students dance at festival
The Madison College Folk
Dance Ensemble performed
Sunday at the Fifth Israel
Folk Dance Festival, held in
Rethesda. Md.
The group was the only nonJewish group to perform.
The festival is sponsored by
the Israeli folk dance
department of the Jewish
Community Center of Greater
Washington, under the

direction of Shirley Waxman.
who conducted workshops
here for the Madison folk
ensemble, last semester.
The theme ot the festival is
the Bible. By taking a phrase
or story, and using any music.
the) hope to tell a story
through choreographs-.
The Madison dancers were
invited to stay at the homes of
the Israeli ambassadors while
in Washington.
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Dukes rediscover hitting attack in easy wins
B>

HAIL McFAHLANE
To IK- sure, (he Madison
hitting uttack, which faltered
during the baseball team's
lirst eight games, has
returned
During . those opening
games, the Dukes barely
averaged lour runs per game.
Hut against Glenville State on
Saturday. Madison rolled to
an easy 10-1 win while
collecting Hi hits. They posted
an even easier win over
l.ockhaven State the day
before, H-o. when they
Iwrraged Lock Haven with 21
hits
The two wins gave the
Dukes live victories in their
last
six
outings.
Along with that revived
hitting attack has been
superlative pitching. Against
Lock Haven, junior Mike Naff
stifled opposing batters by
allowing just two hits in seven
innings and faced 20 batters,
only two above the minimum.
Naff was replaced by Jim
Woodson who preserved the
shutout limiting Lock Haven
to Mist three hits' all of those
routing in the eight inning.
Freshman Mark Dacko ,
who was expected to be used
as a spot starter, allowed six
hits against Glenville in his
complete-game win.
Dacko ran into early-inning
trouble In the first, he was
helped when Dale Strover was
pikced-off third by catcher
David Showalter, and ended
the inning by striking out Roy
Alltop with two men on base.
The only Glenville run
came in the third when Tom
Shreve walked, was advanced
on Stover's single and driven
in by Tim Shepherd's base hit.
After that. Dacko allowed
just three singles, struck out
seven and walked none.
The Dukes, meanwhile, got
off to a slow start, not scoring
until the fourth. Jim Barbe
singled to left and Mike

MADISON'S DAVE MCLAUGHLIN steals second in the third
inning of Friday's 14-0 win over Lockliaven State. McLaughlin's
steal was part of the Dukes' seven-run inning that broke open the
Parenteau sacrificed him to
second. Joe Bono singled and
Showalter followed with a
three-run homer.
Madison scored four more
times in the fifth on three hits
including Bono's home run to
right center, once again in the
seventh and twice in the
eighth.
Mike LaCasse, who missed
Fridays game with a hand
injury, returned to gather four
hits against Glenville. J.W.
Mitchell and Barbe each had
three.
Madison's bats were even
hotter against Lock Haven.
The Dukes jumped out to a
three-run lead in the first
when Tim Semones singled.
Mitchell drove him home with

game. The sophomore later scored on Mike Parenteau's grand
slam
homer.
Photo by

arts
a triple to right center. Roger
Lee then tripled him in.
Eleven hitters went to plate
in the third, producing seven
runs and broke the game
open.
In fact, the Duke
had a hit in every inning and
scored at least one run in four.
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head coach Brad Babcock the
most.
"We made no defensive
mistakes," he pointed out.
"This was Dave McLaughlin's
first time at third and he
handled six or seven chances.
It's things like that make you
happy."

But it ws the defensive
concentration that pleased

Leverone

I'nlike the Glenville game.

Page 17

Babcock
played
every
available fielder against Lock
Haven, to avoid running up the
score and embarrassing his
opponent.
"You can't just hammer
someone into the ground." he
stated. "It's hard enough to
get games without embarrsing anybody."

Fans can only guess about baseball season
By FRANK RATHBUN
It's that time of year. The National Hockey
League is three-quarters through its season.
The National Basketball Association is just
reaching the point in its season when each
game is vitally important.
Weather
forecasters are still predicting snow and subzero chill factors, and another baseball season
is
rapidly
approaching.
A new season of baseball, more than 180
games including exhibitions, has begun for the
athletes who perform before approximately 30
million spectators annually. As players from
26 teams prepare for the 162-game season,
fans of the grand old game await their home
openers with enthusiasm, impatience and
contemplation.
Nothing the fans can do will speed the
process; they will have to wait until April for
the "real" action to begin. But while they wait,
a multitude of questions arise concerning the
coming season. The big question, "How will
the local team do?" is being considered in
every major-league city.
Every year, certain expected events occur
on baseball diamonds. These events are
mattter of fact. During the early 1900s, Ty
Cobb and Tris Speaker were expected to get
on base consistently and steal a few to boot.
They did During the '20s, the Yankees were
expected to win pennants with little trouble.
They usually did. During his career, Willy
Mays was expected to do virtually everything
right.
He
always
did.
This season, we can also expect certain
things to happen. We can expect Pete Rose to
reach first base more often than 99 per cent of
his fellow players. So, too, will his teammate
Joe Morgan. And it is equally likely that these
two men will lead the Cincinati Reds to a
division title, and quite possibly, a third

%,

straight world championship. We can also
expect pitchers Jim (Catfish) Hunter and Tom
Seaver to win far more than they lose for the
New York Yankees and Mets, respectively.
And there are countless others who will perform as they are expected to, whether in
stardom
or
mediocrity.
Those who enjoy pondering division titles
should find the American League East rather
boring. The free-spending Yankees have
bought themselves a probable pennantwinning team, although two teams could
conceivably challenge the Yanks for the
division title. What about the unpredictable
Detroit Tigers? Besides star Rusty Staub, the
Tigers employ potential superstars Ron
LaFloreand Mark Fidrych and a host of young
talent The Boston Red Sox should not be
dismissed either, with the likes of Fred Lynn,
Jim Rice and Carl Yastremski in the lineup
and Luis Tiant in the pitching rotation.
The National League East title could go to
any one of three teams. The Pirates and
Phillies should wind up Fighting for the top
spot, but don't count the Mets out; they've
surprised us before. Pity the Cubs and Expos
as
always.
We can be confident that the San Diego
Padres will finish behind the Reds and
Dodgers, but how will pitcher Randy Jones do?
Can he again pitch his way to the Cy Young
award? What about last year's rookie sensation Mark (The Bird) Fidrych? Will he
continue to treat the pitchers' mound as an
auditioning stage? More importantly, will he
again astonish fans and opposing batters will
his low fastball and well-publicized conversations , with the ball?
Could Jones or Fidrych win 30 games this
season? Or, could Jim Hunter, Jim Palmer or
(Continued on P«ge 18)
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Area students can soon look for indoor tennis
B>

TOM

court racquet l>aII lacility and
a
c I II h - h o u s c

1HI..W

' Madison and other area
college students will soon
have the opportunity to play
> ear-round tennis at the
planned indoor facilities of the
newly-formed Shenandoan
Valley Kacquet Club in
llarrisonburg..
The recreational compfex.
now under coastruction. will
include six indoor and four
outdoor tennis courts, a four-

Three indoor courts and the
clubhouse are expected to be
ready September I for free
indroductoiy play according
toDr John H. Hess, a partner
in the 5 5 acre project.
The first set of outdoor
courts is scheduled to open
next
spring.
The free introductory
pla\ will be offered for two or

three weeks during September to acquaint people with
Hie club's facilities More
I lies decide whether or not
the} want membership
The three indoor courts
scheduled to open in the fall
w ill be made available free of
charge to" thlOnen's and
women's varsity tennis teams
of Madison. Kastern Mennonite. Hridgewater and Mary

Fans guessing as season nears

SK

(Continued from Page 17)
Luis Tiant do it? An organ player named
Denny McLain shocked everybody by winning
31 in 1968. Surely, this year is as good as any
for
another
30-game
winner.
Who's going to steal the most bases this
season?-Joe Morgan. Ron LaFlore. Mickey
Rivers. Dave Lopes. . . There's always room
for surprises. Who guessed that Lou Brock
would
steal
118
in
1975?
Could this be the year some skillful, and
lucky, player averages over .400?
Ted
Williams did it last. 36 years ago. Could Ken
Brett, Hal McRay, Ron LaFlore. Joe Morgan,
Dave Cash or Pete Rose accomplish the feat
this year? Or, could Greg Lusinski, John
Bench, Mike Schmidt, Dave Kingman or
George Foster crack the 60-home run barrier?
When Ruth did it 50 years ago. few thought it
could be done again. Then came 1961 and

Roger Maris, and nothing remained sacred.
Many things will happen during the 162game season: a world champion will emerge;
relative unknowns will become overnight
sensations: stars of the past will fade silently
into oblivion: injuries will force some into
early retirement; Charlie Finle/ will chastise
Baseball Commissioner Bowie Kuhn, and so
on
How Finley attacLs Kuhn is anybody's
guess. What individual players and teams will
do is open to speculation and debate. The only
thing we can be sure of at this point js the
season itself, and we can be sure of that only
because there has been no talk to of a leaguewide
strike.
So while the players prepare for a season
,even they know nothing about, relax and anticipate the surprises they will provide us.

Haldwin colleges lor practice/""'
session* one hour a week
iH'lween October I. IH77 and
April :u>. MffiB.
V
The schools have until
M;i> I to accept or decline the
"Her Madistin is still considering the offer, according
to Dean Fillers, director of
intercollegiate
athletics.
Because the offer runs
"between II a.m. and 4 p.m.
am weekday" it might be
difficult to schedule an hour
that won't interfere with team
members' classes. Ehlers
said
Hess has not yet received a
response from" any of the
schools.
"We believe the colleges
can significantly increase the
quality of their varsity tennis
programs." said Hess, "by
having court time available
during the crucial winter
months prior to spring
competition."
Hess has coached varsity
tennis at Eastern Mennonite
College for five years and is
certified in the United States
Professional
Tennis
Registry.
Area high school and
college students are being
offered a special membership
and court rental package for

Golfers take second at tourney
By BOB MORGAN
JACKSONVILLE, N.C. Madison College set three
team records and junior Bert
Simmons set one individual as
the Dukes placed second this
past weekend in the Camp
Lejeune Intercollegiate Golf
Tournament.
Simmons fired a one-underpar 71 Sunday and Jeff Bostic
and John Saunders each had
one-over-par 73s to a 54-hole
team record total of 884. Elon
College won the 12-team
tournament with a 54-hole 864 ■
total.
The Dukes set records for
tournament play for their 18,
36 and 54-hole totals.
Madison, after falling into
fifth place with several high
scores (301 team total) on the
opening day, picked up in the
final two days going threeover-par Saturday (291) and
four-over-par Sunda'y (292).
The Dukes were injourth
place, four strokes behind
Pembroke State and Appalachian State, going into the
final round which was delayed
because of rain. Bostic,
Simmons and Saunders made
up the four strokes before the
turn and Madison secured
second by two strokes over
Pembroke, which finished
with an 886.
"It was by far our best golf
ever in a tournament,"
Madisonm coach Drew Balog
said following the three-day
affair at the Paradise Point
Golf .Course here.
"Everyone played really
well-with exception of Mike
Moyers," Balog said. "Simmons, Saunders and Bostic
are hitting the ball great."
Simmons, a transfer from
Campbell College, had the top
individual total for the Dukes
with rounds of 74-73-71 for a
two-over-par 218 total. He

placed seventh individually in
the tournament.
Bostic had a 74-73-73 to
finish at 220 for eighth and
Saunders was 76-72-73 for a 221
and ninth.
Also playing for Madison
were Mike McCarthy (79-7375 — 227), Stuart Brewbaker
(77-78-75-230) and Mike
Moyers (82-74-79-235).
Pembroke's Jeff Nance and
Bob Inman tied for medalist
honors with Nance taking the
trophy with a sudden-death
playoff victory on the third
extra hole. Both had twounder-par 214 totals.

The Dukes' second-place
finish was their highest of the
spring. Madison, which plays
in the Seascape Invitational in
early April, finished fourth in
the Costa Del Sol Classic in
Miami, Fla. and 11th in the
Carolina Coastal Classic in
Myrtle Beach, S.C. Madison is
3-0 in match play this season.

GITCHELL'S

STUDIO & CAMERA SHOP

20% DISCOUNT
• on all camera shop supplies
| photo finishing and both color and
black & white or free film

L79 E. Market St.

434-5314

3

ICE CREAM FACTORY
Specializing in Superb
Ice Cream and Fudge

•

WERNER'S MARKET
"The. Party Package Store

Mon-Sat 10-11 Sunday 4-lll
located behind McDonalds

HUGHES' PHARMACY
1021 South Main Street

DIAL 434-8650
PRESCRIPTIONS - FILM
COSMETICS - ST A TIONAR Y
CANDIES - GREETING CARDS

I
•

Jhe MI77-7KW inter season,
» Memberships
will
be
•available April 1 at a student
cow of KW, payable by October I A live dollar discount
IS
offered on memberships
purchased b> May
Memlicrship costs for
the
general public have not yet
been
r e I e a s e d .
N on-members will still be
permitted to play after October I. but at a higher rate
than is paid by members
Contract
play may be
purchased by students at $120
for a court reserved one hour
per week for 30 weeks. Four
students may purchase one
contract at a cost of $30 each.
Court surfaces will be
plexicusion. and a "combination of skyjights and indirect lighting" still provide
the playing area with less than
five per cent light variation
between day and night: Hess
said.
The first floor of the
clubhouse will contain a
nursery, pro shop, lounge,
offices and locker rooms. An
observation deck, kitchenette
and party room will be on the
second
level
The club will be located on
Rt 72fi between U.S. 11 and
Interstate HI near the
llarrisonburg city limits.

$
Cigarettes All Brands
3.13
Milk 1 gal. jug
1.59
Old AAill&Blue Ribbon -Long Necks4 79
Bacon-Esskay 1 lb
1.19
Sausage-farm style
79
Kibeye&Sirloin strip steaks 2 1 /2 lb. box
••
:
5.49
Ham&Cheese-Barbeque Luncheon
meat pk
59
Pizza-Chef-Boy-Ar-Dee....
99

Coke,Seven-Up, Dr. Pepper 3 qts
99
Liebraumich Siefert German import

SEE OUR NEW SPRING
CLOTHES!!!!

1.79
I.30
3.VV

T.J.Swann all flavors Cold
Blue Nun Sichel cola
Wed. March 23rd 7-9 PM

College Appreciation
music
magic
and more...

I BIG L.P.
I
Sale Saf. 10-5

Night
I

frherejvH^be anew jIUSE in Alexandria)

Old Mill 6 pkcans
Coca-Cola 4 qts

$1.15
99

We appreciate your businessjhanksl

J
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Women fencers win state title
K>

DEN'MS
SMITH
The
Madison
College
women's terving team capluri'tl ihe \irginip state
vhampionshtp, Satuiday at
l.snehbiirg
College. .
Madison's top-seeded
Fencer Clenda Kohlhafer
linished with a 4-4 record in
the meet Carrnlet Taylor and
Kobin Lee finished with 7-1
marks in the second and third

seeds
round-robin tournament Leslie Barrie and
•Jackie KB; ne combined for
three wins in the fourth-place
championship

The j v
team placed
second in the state, behind
Kandolph - Macon
the
Iiiitehisses linished with 21
points md Handolph-Macon
i-ompleled the meet with 22.
North Carolina finished
lirst in the overall j.v.
North (arolina State
linished Lrst in the tournament with 21 points
Madison also finished with 21
points, but was out 'touched
b> State Randolph-Macon
and Virginia finished third
and fourth, respectively.

Globetrotters in Godwin
The Harlem Globetrotters, featuring Meadowlark Lemon and
Curly Neal. will make their second appearance at Godwin Hall
»Thursday. April 7, at 7:30.
Along with the Globetrotters will be some variety acts which
will be performed at-halftime.
Tickets were to go on sale the first of this week. All tickets are
for reserved seats, and will cost $6 and $5. Madison students will
receive no discounts. '

Army
veterans are
doing it
Becoming officers
in the United States
Armj. For details
on how jwu can get
a commission
with jour college
degree, call: 433-6264,
or come to the Smoker
at Warren Campus
Center Ballroom
Thursday, March 24,
at 8:00 p.m.

championship with 2:t points
Madison will host the
national championships on
March :U through April 2.

Stielper
honored
Madison College
freshman basketball
standout Steve Stielper
has been named an
honoraWe mention
selection to Basketball
Weekly's Division I AllFreshman
team.
Stielper, a 6'8"
forward from North
1.1 n t h i en in . Md.,
averaged 20.9 points
and 10.7 rebounds a
game to lead the Dukes
in both departments
during the 1976-77
season
Me established a new
single-season Madison
rebound record with 279
and also had 543 points,
just two points short of
Madison's single-season
scoring record.

MAlJisuN'S STOVE GILL returns this overhead against
Kloomsburg State College Thursday at Madison. Gill win his first
singles match. 6-4, 7-5. His effort was not enough, though, as the
Dukes dropped the match. 5-4. Gill's record stands at 1-2 and the
Dukes have a Season record Of 1-2.

Photo

by

Don

Scoreboard
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
NCAA Division I
Championships
East Regional
North Carolina 71. Kentucky 72
Mideast Regional
UN( -Charlotte 75. Michigan U
Midwest Regional
Marquette 82. Wake Forest 68

Nevada-Las Vegas 107. Idaho St M
Division Iirinals
Championship
Tenn-Chattanooga 71, Ran M aeon 62
Consolation
North Alabama (3. Scared Heart 77
Division UI Finals
Championship
Wittenberg 79, Oneonta State 6*

GET READY
for the
FREE WEEKEND
for two at

BR YCE MOUNTAIN
RESORT
• SNOW SKIING • GRASS SKIING
• HORSEBA CK RIDING
• TENNIS • GOLF
*
all expenses except transportation
& A.B.C.
50caTicketor3/$l00
Tickets Availible At The Commuter
Office W.C.C.
COMMUTER STUDENT COMM.
RAFFLE

Friday Scores
COLLEGE BAUBALL
Madison 14. Lack Haven*

WOMEITS LACROSSE
Madison 14. Mar* Waahiaftta 1
SCHOLASTIC BASEBALL
Wilson Memorial I. Elkton I

NBA Standings
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pet. B
Philadelphia
43 27
.614
—
Boston
36 34
.514
7
32 31
.457 11
NY Knicks
27 44
.360 16W
Buffalo
.2*6 22*
NY Nets
21 SO
Central Division
43 27
.614
Houston
.571
Washington
40 30
.557
31 31
San Antonio
37 32
.534 Stt
Cleve
27 42 .3*4 IS*
New Orleans
.3*4 ISM
Atlanta
26 43

3/

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denver
44 27
620
Detroit
• 40 31
563
Kansas City
37 33
.526
Chicago
36 35
.507
Indiana
31 40
.437
Milwaukee
25 41
.342
Pacific Division
Los Angeles
44 26
62*
Portland
42 30
.SU
Golden State
40 31
5*3
Seattle
37 M
.507
Phoenix
26 42
.400
Saturday's Results
New York Knicks 107, Atlanta 101
Cleveland (4, San Antonio a*
Chicago 104. Seattle 82
Houston 110. Buffalo 104
Golden State 150. Indiana (1
Sunday's Games
Philadelphia 111, New York Nets 104
Boston 118, Kansas City 110
SeatUe 110. Milwaukee 107
Denver 133, Detroit 104
Phoenix 126, Portland 106
Washington 135. San Antonio 1)6
Cleveland 115, Buffalo 10*
Los Angeles 100, New Orleans *5
Monday's Games
No games scheduled

And, jou can say Idid ft", too.
Arn\yROTCintwoj€are.

Peterson

Tuesday's Games
Atlanta at Buffalo
Milwaukee at New York Knicks
Seattle at Cleveland
Indiana at Houston
Portland at New Orleans
Boston at San Antonio
Los Angeles at Chicago
Golden State at Kansas City

4
6Vt
6
13
20
—
I'
4vk
6Vt
1*
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Austrian economics: refuted only by neglect
n

(Continued from Page 3)
As
indicated
above,
aggregate demand is.the total
amount of goods that consumers desire to purchase,
and this variable consists of
consumption and investment.
Investment is the key factor in
the determination of income
and employment. Increases
in investment cause similar
rises in income and employment, and vice versa.
The importance of investment is perhaps best
stated by Keynes, himself,
who
writes
that:
•given what we shall call the
community's propensity to
consume, the equilibrium
level of employment, i.e. the
level at which there is no
inducement to employers as a
whole either to expand or to
contract employment, will
depend on the amount of
current investment."

I

"]

s

Unfortunately. Keynes
finds no reason to believe that
investment would necessarily
be sufficient to maintain the
econdny at a full-employment
national income. Indeed, he
pointed out that in recent
years there had been a tendency for employment to be
less than full.
Various factors, such as
contracts, labor-union
resistance, and government
interference prevent an adjustment to full-employment
equilibrium. Such then is the
Keynesian theory of underemployment equilibrium,
a theory which is central to
the Keynesian model and upon
whose validity the entire
model
seems
to
rest.
To alleviate the potential
structural unemployment of a
laisse2-faireeconomy, Keynes
argued for a specific policy of
government intervention to
stimulate aggregate demand.
When the economy was in a
slump and there was unemployment, the proper action
for the government would be
to increase expenditures.
This has essentially been
the policy of the United States
government for the last four
decades.
Realizing that savings
equals investment it must be
understood that "a governmental policy of expansion is
in reality one of inflation.
Inflationism, as defined by
Ludwig von Mises, is "that
monetary policy that seeks to
increase the quantity of
money."
•
According
to
the
Keyriesians, an economic,
depression would result when
investment fell off, thus
decreasing net national income and causing a subsequent rise inunemployment..
To deal with the depression,
they would advocate the same
expansionist-inflationist
measures.
The Austrian theory cannot
be attributed to any one man,
but
rather to many
economists who have lived
and written during the past
hundred
years.
Carl Menger of the
University of Vienna began
what is known as the Austrian
school, but it reached its
height of popularity and
prestige in the works of his
student Eugen von BohmBawerk and later von Mises
and
Freidrich
Hayek.
A major point of difference
between the Austrians and the
Keynesians concerns the
theory of underemployment
equilibrium According to the

Austrians. it could not occur in
a free market. As Murray
Itothbard explains;
In a free market, wage
rates will tend to adjust
themselves so that there is no
involuntary unemployment,
i.e.. so that all those desiring
to work can find jobs.
Generally, wage rates can
only be kept above fullemployment rates through
coercion by government,
unions.orboth.
The importance of what
Kothbard has said cannot be
overstated as it places the
fault of unemployment in the
hands of government officials
and labor-union leaders.
Furthermore, the Austrians
argue that labor unions .can
maintain wages at an artificially high level only with
the help of the government.
Thus the Austrian theory
rejects the concept of underemployment equilibrium,
finding instead government to
be responsiblee for underemployment.
Another important area of
difference between
the
Austrians and the Keynesians
concerns the nature of the
business cycle. As indicated
above,
the Keynesians
regarded government intervention as. necessary to
maintain investment at a fullemployment
level.
But the Austrians" argue
that given the fact underemployment equilibrium
is not a condition of the free
market, there can never be a
disparity between full employment national income and
actual national income.
According to the Austrians,
human desires are unlimited
and therefore there will
always be a market for.
something. Even though some
businesses may have overproduced-one of the reasons
Keynesians say businesses
will cut back production, i.e.,
investment - declines, in
specific industries will not
explain the large scale
business failures which occur
in
a .depression.
The question, then, is not
one of how individual
business failures affect the
economy, but rather why is
there a general cluster of
business
failures.
Whereas the Keynesians
would call for inflationism to
ease the slump, the Austrians
attribute the existence of the
slump or depresssion to inflation, particularly bankcredit
inflation.
According to Rothbard,
inflation
misleads
businessmen into believing
that the supply of saved funds
is greater than it really is.
"Now when saved funds increase,''
he
says
"businessmen invest in
'longer
processes
of
production-" Investment is
then shifted from the consumer orders of production to
capital goods industries, even
though real market demands
does not warrant such a
reallocation of resources.
Unfortunately, consumer
preference
does
not
necessarily change when
bank credit inflation encourages capital expansion.
Thus what has actually
happened is that the corporate
structure has been distorted,
malinvestments have occured, and a depression
becomes
inevitable.
Inflationism inevitably
leads to a collapse, and that
collapse is a depression.
"An unhampered market

would .not generate booms and
depressions." Rothbard says
"and. if confronted by a
depression brought about by
prior intervention it would
speedily
eliminate
the
depession and particularly
eradicate
unemployment."
Thus, there are two
economic models, one accepted and one_ largely

unaccepted, that stand in
striking contrast to one
another. One calls for more
government control as the
solution the other calls for
more individual freedom and
iniative.
The lines of demarcation
are quite clear.
It w on id appear that a more
critical examination of

Keynesian economics is in
order Furthermore, the
issues seem to be subject to
factual as well as theoretical
analysis.
Such an investigation of our
basic economic tenets needs
to be made soon. If the
Austrians are correct, an
economic collapse is imminent.
_

The Army offers college sophomores the
opportunity to earn an officer's commission in two
years. The deadline for this year's class is soon.
Apply now and once you are accepted for
the special two year program, you attend a six
weeks' summer camp, for which you'll be paid
approximately $500. And that's not all. You may
find yourself in the best physical condition you've
ever been in.
Then back to college and the Army ROTC
Advanced Course in the fall. If you've done
exceptionally well at camp, you may be heading
back to college with a full two-year scholarship.

LastCall
- foral9yearold
Madison College

Sophomore
tobecomea
21 year old
ArmyOfffcer.
For the next two years, you learn what it
takes to be an Army officer. You get the kind of
management and leadership experience that will
be an asset to you in any career, military or
civilian. You will earn an extra $100 a month up
to 20 months. And when you graduate, you will
have earned your college degree along with the
gold bars of an Army officer.
Army ROTC
1W1^ Program.

Learn what* takes
to lead.

Call: 433-6264
OR'COME TO THE SMOKER
AT WARREN CAMPUS CENTER
BALLROOM, AT 8:00 PM
THURSDAY, MARCH 24

'DM-
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Reasons for cheating 'defined
(I.P.)- The reasons behind
cheating seem to be welldefined and firmly rooted,
according to a Union College
survey.
Results have students and
professors
alike ' citing
competition for grades,
laziness on the part of
students, poor proctoring in
exams and the "everyone
does it" attitude as reasons
for the existence of cheating.
The survey also revealed
that the frequency of cheating
appears to be directly related

to the type of exam given.
Multiple choice exams are
most susceptible, with math
and essay type tests following.
The survey backs this by its
finding that cheating varies
across divisions and that this
is due to the difference in
testing methods of the various
departments.
While students cheat, they
still hold an aversion to it.
Those who cheat tend to feel
more strongly that a vast
majority of others cheat.
Some felt that professors and

Coming goon:

The Breeze Road Rally
9o«occ<&ccocccoe«c««occcoocoecoccco©©ccco©9:

IS CURT WW FUNNY?
Is a four pound Robin fat?
Is Big Bird Yellow?
Does a wild bear
?

the school were at fault in
many instances for placing
students in situations where
cheating, whether deliberate
or
inadvertent,
was
unavoidable.
Several students were
djsturbed by the fact that
professors are unaware of or
do not act to curb cheating in
their classes. On the other
hand, professors felt that
students should be responsible
for reporting cheating in order
to hold it in check. Students
were upset with professors
who invariably gave the same
tests or very similar ones year
after year. "In these cases
there is no way to curb
cheating," said one senior.
In general, feelings on the
effects of cheating were that it
eroded the educational
system, and established a
feeling of distrust in studentprofessor and student-student
relationships.

•■■«

Coming soon
Breeze

Limited Engagement

treasure hunt

fnmtfU

WHATEVER YOUR DINING MOOD ...

-

Palmer House Restaurants
[ MANOR-lerr^affi^^ouny-BiUagrgiuV]
4 restaurants under one roof

433-8181

Fitter Acro»* out btjdgr from the New Parking Deck.
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Pot decriminalization efforts
in high gear in west
(CPS)-Regarding the ever
popular subject of marijuana,
there are great expectations
for the year 1977 as
decriminalization efforts are
being shifted into the
proverbial "high gear" with
eyes focusing to the west,
specifically California.
William Brown, California
Assemblyman, introduced a
bill in the state legislature
which would reduce the
penalties for cultivating up to
six marijuana plants for
private use. The new bill, if
passed, would make growing
and
cultivation
a
misdemeanor,
with
a
maximum $100 fine.
Currently, the law says that
this is a felony. Possession of
an ounce or less however, is a
misdemeanor, handled by a
traffic-style citation and a fine
not to exceed $100. The new
bill is a milestone for the
people advocating the reform

and decriminalization of
marijuana
laws
and
proponents feel that there is a
good chance for the bills
passage. Presently, Alaska is
the only state in the U.S.
which allows people to grow it,
smoke it and give it away in
private, though.
Leading the advocates of
reform is the National
Organization for the Reform
of Marijuana Laws (NORML).
Gordon Brownel,
NORML west coast director,
said that decriminalization
bills will be introduced in
many western states this
year, including New Mexico,
Washington, Nevada and
Hawaii.
Nevada may be
considered a special target
state, since it is the last with
laws treating possession, even
of one joint, as a felony. The
penalty ranges as high as a
$2,000 fine and one to six years
in prison.

Art faculty receive award
Barbara and Ronald
Wyancko members of the
Madison College art department faculty have been
named recipients of the Merck
Sharp & Dohme Mural
Commission Award.
The prize was awarded for
their tapestry mural reflecting
the
artists'
interpretations
of
the
Massanutten and Blue Ridge
mountains. The Wyanckos'
mural was selected from six
entries by students and
professors from three area
colleges.

The mural will be permanently displayed in the
Merck Sharp & Dohme
company's new process and
packaging facility in Elkton.
The Wyanckos" works are
in many private and commercial collections, and their
tapestry interpretation of the
scenic Flint Hills hangs in the
First National Bank of
Wichita. Kansas.
Natives of Kansas, they
both hold master of fine arts
degrees from the University
of Kansas. The Wyanckos
have been on the Madison art
faculty since 1972.

THE CAMPUS PROGRAM BOARD
PRESENTS

Internationally Famous
Pocket Billiard

-■*

&

Trick Shot Artist

CLINIC: Monday and Tuesday 10 a.m. and 1 p.m.
TOURNAMENT: Wednesday through Friday, Free Entry
EXHIBITION: Friday noon, South Ballroom
PRIZES: 1st, 2nd, 3rd place trophies to MEN and WOMEN;
cue sticks to 1st place finisher in each division
Register for tournament at WCC Information Desk
■

Monday,
March 21
Friday,
March 25

OPEN TO

MF1V A 1VH
ITIUJII All U
W OJJ1.EJ11

■•atv

-»»v» »
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by Bill Rccbin ft Brant Parker
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CROCK

Office
of
Career
Planning
and
Placement
Interview
Schedule for March,
1977
March 24
Westmoreland County
Public Schools
Montross. VA 9 a.m. -- 4
p.m.
Page County Public
Schools
Luray, VA 9 a.m. -- 4
p.m.

Announcements
Tennis exemption

Concert survey

Exemption tests for tennis
courses will be given on April
12. The written exam will
begin at 4:30 p.m. followed by
skill testing on the tennis
courts. The rain date is April
13. There is a $15 fee which
must be paid at the
treasurer's office. Interested
students must contact Dr.
John Haynes (433-6540, Km.
329 Godwin) before the exam
date.

The CPB Concert Committee will hold a survey in
the WCC Post Office Lobby on
March 21-24. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. to
find out what students want to
see at Madison.

Placement annual
Business and Liberal Arts
seniors pick up your free copy
of the College Placement
Annual in the Placement
Office, Alumnae Hall.

Mini-convention
The CEC Mini-Convention
will be held on March 26 in
Godwin from 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
The theme is "We Can Make it
Happen" and there is a $.75
registration fee.

Film on China

Symposium

The
Asian
Studies
Association will present
"Misunderstanding China," a
film on the history of U.S.
attitudes
towards
the
Republic of China, on March
23 at 4 p.m. in Jackson 3.

The Department of Speech
Pathology and Audiology
presents the first in a series of
symposiums on March 31, 7:30
p.m. in Chandler.
The
symposium leader is Dr.
Milton Edgerton of the
University of
Virginia
Hospital.
The topic is
"Surgical and Psychological
Aspects of Speech." No admission will be charged.

Job search seminar
Job
Search
SeminarSession III—tonight, 7 p.m. in
Harrison A-109. Topic: How to
Write a Good Resume and
Cover Letter. Sign up in the
Placement Office.

Hike for Hope
On March 26 there will be a
Hike for Hope sponsored by
Phi Mu Fraternity. The funds
from this event will go to the
Project Hope.
To walk or sponsor
walkers, sign up on the first
floor of the campus center,
March 22-25. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
The person collecting the most
money will receive a ten
dollar gift certificate from
The Pub.

Big Brothers
An organizational meeting
of a Madison-based extension
of the Harrisonburg Big
Brothers-Big Sisters project
will be held in WCC Room B,
March 24 at 8 p.m.

Volunteers needed
Volunteers are needed to
help with Special Olympics,
which will be held at Montevideo H.S.. March 31, 9:30
a.m. to
1:30 p.m. Transportation will be arranged. A
volunteers' meeting will be
held on March 24 at 6 p.m. in
WCC Room D. If you cant
attend the meeting, call Karen
(4614).

Owrfwt'd
'Your Compfoft Momt Furnishing Cenftr

Exclusive With

' ^

Denton's, The Madison

Dukes Bean Bag
This adult size bean bag features a heavy 28 oz.
vinyl in a purple & gold combination with the Dukes
bulldog mascot. All seams are triple sewn and
reinforced, inner liner with zipper. 50 in stock,
if oversold allow 2 weeks for special orders.

—
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Open Every day
9:30 - 5:00
Thursday and Friday
til 9:00
Court Square
in-

in' -i

i

- in

i
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Young Americans
The Young Americans for
Freedom will meet on March
24,6:30 p.m. in WCC Room A.
Guest speakers will be Sen.
Nathan Miller and Del Bonnie
Paul. The ERA and the last
session of the General
Assembly will be discussed.

Sickle cell anemia
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
Is sponsoring a Sickle Cell
Anemia Awareness Program
on March 23 in WCC Room C
from 9r5

March 25
Dinwiddie
County
Public Schools
Dinwiddie, VA 9 a.m. 3 p.m.
York County Public
Schools
Grafton. VA 9 a.m. - 3
p.m.
March 28
Danville City Public
Schools
Danville, VA 9 a.m. 4:30 p.m.
Alleghany
County
Public Schools
Covington, VA 10 a.m. 4 p.m.
Drug Fair Stores
9 a.m. -- 4:30 p.m.

Government jobs
How to Get a Government
Job- 7:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center on March 23. Sign up
in the Placement Office.

Reservations
All
calls
regarding
reservations for handball,
raquetball. and squash courts
in Godwin Hall should be
made to 6561 after 3 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

■f
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New Riders
of the Purple Sage
Sunday
April 3
8 PM
Godwin
Hall

Tickets on sale
Monday March 21
11-4 Monday
-Friday
at CPB box office

GENERAL ADMISSION
$4 ADVANCE
$5 AT DOOR

^

Special Guest

ARROGANCE

*

••••••••••••••••••••••a**************************

THE LCCC-MCTICN CIRCUS

Wednesday March 23 3 shows 11 AM - 12 noon - 1 PM

WCC West Bank

***************************************************************^^
*

featuring

Student
Coffee
House

Jan Halfing, Miss Va. Beach

Sands Marshall
Dennis Aughaun
"The Not Ready for Coffeehouse Players'
i

WCC Ballroom Tuesday March 22
8:30 PM FREE
***•••****•*****************************
Anyone interested in joining the following committees of the
Campus Program Board,

NAME:
P.O. BOX NUMBER:
PHONE:

please fill out this application.

CLASS:

Return to Box L-35.
List your priorities on which committees you vish to be a member, 1
being your first choice.
MOVIES:_
TRAVEL:
TICKETS:

^_

,m,mTm,mmrm^^

-m
HOUSE:
* COFFEEHOUSE:-"

JFUBLICITY,.
SPECIAL EVENTS

=^f
.^
***

***
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Classifieds

HB&...SH&

For sale

*
^

PONTIAC
BONNEVlfXE
CONVERTIBLE, "66.
389
cubic inch 4 barrel. A classicMust see. Take a ride- Top up
or down. $100 as is. 434-4186
PIIKOMX APPALACHIAN
KAYAK, excellent condition.
Spray skirt, flotation bags and
new paddle- $300 249-4681
SCUBA
DIVING
DISCOUNTS. Rental, Rock
Shop, Blue Ridge Dive and
Craft Shop, 1726 Allied St.,
Charlottesville. Only hours:
1-5 Sat. and Sun., Ph. 804-2936984.
FOB SALE: 1973 Yamaha 250
street, excellent condition.
3.300 miles. Call after 6 PM.
Ask for Al. $500 434-4186.

By Garry Trudeau
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FOR SALE: Honda 500. 1972.
Low mileage, new rear tire, 4
into 1 exhaust system.
Helmets and cover included.
Excellent condition. 433-2270
**

SUMMER JOBS:
FIFTY
STATE catalogue of over 2000
summer job employers (with
application forms). Send $2
to: SUMCHOICE, Box 645.
State College. PA 16801

Lost
REWARD: $100 reward for
the arrest and conviction of
persons responsible for
stealing the oval hanging sign
from the Gazebo. Call 433-1421
REWARD: offered for return
of one lost notebook: spiral, .
Madison College type, purple,
on the history of modern art.
Lost in Duke, music side.
Please notify Janet Seagle,
P.O. Box 2976, off-campus
phone 433-1181.
LOST MINOLTA SRT 101 SLR
camera on March 14th in
Jackson 3. Reward offered.
No questions.
I need the
camera and film desperately
for Photo, class and subsequent graduation in May
Please write to Bill P.O. 272

Wanted

N

WANTED: Two persons to
share apartment for eight
week summer school session,
and one person for second four
weeks summer session. Three
bedroom, lMz bath, living
room, kitchen. Rent, $225 mo.
plus utilities (split 4 ways).
Call Barb 4273, or June 5879.
Must know by May 1.

Personal
GOURMET, a box lunch is all
you'll get elsewhere. I serve
the best, complete meals in
town.
Don't wait in the
cafeteria line: butt in front to
get the hottest food. Hurry and
none of your time will be
wasted.
The
D-Hall
Woman.
MARIAN.
Octogenarian.
Latitudinarian. Valerie.
Living on the Bowery. Getting
in to see Disney free. Couldn't
you wait for me. Sailing my
paycheck cross the oblivious
sea.
Never ever .lost the
agrarian
spree.
FITSP1DDLE. Bullsplat &
lecture notes.
Irving the
Uninformed sat down to> a
healthy funeral complete with
wailing children and mourning friends. But it was all in
the syllabus and so no one got
upset.
DUKE SAYS they really know
a good one when they see one.
And what Duke says; Duke
knows

OH THE LAST of the
Mohicans is at it again;
selling beads to the settlers,
turning tning»around. Tonto
will scalp,
Geronimo will
cry. But away with little Red
Wing I fly.
MD tell the motel-dweller that
the first cut is the deepest and
time heals all wounds. As for
the South American refugee,
instruct him to take a tern to
Antarctia. Me, you ask. I
remain The Cosmic Kid in
Full
Costume
Dress.
LATE NIGHT DIALER
Midnight calls are not wellreceived by hard -working
reporters and waking beauties
are rarely at home. Next time,
it just may be off the hook.

PORKY: Spring break was
great. Can't wait to do it again
next year. Remember I loves
you
much.
Chumley
TERRIBLE TRIO of D-wing.
Just remember Edsall
Murphy, you know, the guy
who couldn't hold on to his
bread? A large, very large
celebration is planned for
sometime in the future, if we
all live through the week. Be
careful getting out of bed
(squeaks), and watch your FS-F's! .

Newby's
Custom T-Shirts
Clubs-Dorms-Frats
115 Water SL

Got a problem?
A Breeze classified can help
$.50 for the first
25 words

Bring to
The Breeze office
Wampler Building, S. Main St.
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